
Birthplace of Louisa BOSS, 
her parents and siblings 

The family of Phillip and Louisa Baas SCHNEIDER              
compiled by John P. HARN, g.g.g.grandson of Phillip & Louisa 
Phillip SCHNEIDER (b. 1814 in Bavaria, d. 1894 in Ripley Co, IN) and Louisa BOSS (BAAS) (b. 1818 in 
Bavaria, d. 1907 in Cincinnati, OH) were the parents of 14 children born between 1838 and 1860, 9 
of whom were still alive in 1900. Louisa BOSS likely immigrated with other family members about 1833, 

when she was about 15 yrs old. Her family appears to have gone straight to Cincinnati, sailing first to New 
Orleans, then upstream 
to Cinci. Phillip immi-
grated in an unknown 
year and at an unknown 
place. It’s likely both the 
Schneider and BOSS 
(BAAS) families had 
friends & relatives in 
greater Cinci prior to ar-
rival. It’s also possible 
the Boss & Schneider 
families knew each other 
in Bavaria before immi-
grating. We don’t know 
the names of Phillip’s 
parents and currently 
have no evidence of his 
relatives in Cinci. 
Louisa’s parents were 
George Adam BAAS and          
Anna Maria LANG. 
Louisa had several full 
siblings and half-siblings. 

This teal colored area (in the 
south of Germany) shows the 

borders of the Kingdom of Bavar-
ia in the mid-1800s. Both the 

BOSS and SCHNEIDER families 
came from Bavaria. The BOSS 

hometown, Winzeln, is marked 
by the red dot. The SCHNEIDER 

hometown isn’t known. Some 
branches of the family were from 

nearby Baden. German borders 
changed frequently in the 1800s. 

Germany was unified in 1871. 

Researched by John P. HARN, Joanne Pry SCHNEIDER Howard, J.D. (Joseph) SMITH and Shirley Drake MAYNARD. 2015-19 



 
 

 

 

Part One 

 

The Early Years. 

Louisa’s family.  

Immigration. 



German Naming Patterns 
 
 

Two names were usually given to a child at birth or baptism. In Germany, the first name - what we often 
refer to as a given name - was a spiritual name, often to honor a favorite saint. The spiritual name was 
often used repeatedly in families. The second name - what we now would refer to as a middle name - was a 
secular or call name, and was the name by which the person was known. One of the most common and 
heavily used saint's names for males was "Johann" and for females, "Johanna" or "Anna". Thus, for exam-
ple, we might see male children named: 
                                        Johann Heinrich BOSS, Johann Hermann BOSS and Johann Friedrich BOSS 
but these children would be known as Heinrich, Hermann and Friedrich. 
For girls, we may see: 
                                        Anna Maria BOSS, Anna Catherine BOSS and Anna Louisa BOSS 
but these children would be known as Maria, Catherine and Louisa. 
 

We may know someone was called Henry BOSS, and assume his name was Henry Something BOSS, when in 
fact, his name was Johann Heinrich BOSS. If his parents were called William and Catherine, their full names 
may have been Johann William and Anna Catherine. While we assume this was also true in America, espe-
cially for first and second-generation immigrants, we don’t know which names people gave to English-
speaking census takers and city directory compilers. People didn’t always distinguish between their 
“official” names and their common “call” names and sometimes the information was provided by other 
family members or neighbors. So when George A. BOSS’s cemetery card states his father was “Adam” and 
his mother was “Maria”, it is reasonable to assume his father was “George Adam” and his mother “Anna 
Maria,” as we see in other records. Note: Naming pattern varied from region to region within Germany. 

“In the Pirmasens area, the Protestant Reformed tradition was to name your child after a baptis-

mal sponsor, whether it was the parent or a neighbor. There was no rhyme or reason to it other-

wise. I can attest that this is true for that area going back to nearly 1612. In the Pfalz, 

Protestants almost always went by their Rufname (middle name) and not their Vorname (first 

baptismal name). In America, the Vorname was often made a middle name or initial, or 

dropped altogether. You'll see a lot of Adam J. Smith's in 1st American generations (i. e. Jo-

hann Adam Schmitt). The exception to this rule is when a child only had a single name, like 

Johannes (always John in English) or Anna. Johannes is usually standalone, whereas Johann is 

a prefix-like name. The other exception is when multiple children were given the same Ruf-

name. Hence, you have Georg Adam Baas the younger going by George in America. "Georg 

tends to be the predominant Vorname in the Baas family in Winzeln. Baptismal names in the 

Baas family can be funky because a lot of our relatives went by different names than what was 

recorded in their baptismal record. For instance, Georg Adam Baas, our ancestor, was baptized 

Johann Adam Baas. You'll notice though that in later records, as an adult, he goes by Georg 

Adam. The same is true for Magdalena Hammann. At birth, she is Maria Magdalena, but as an 

adult, she is Katharina Magdalena. I generally go with the adult version since I assume that the 

name was either changed or was a mistake on part of the parish minister. They tended to make 

a lot of presumptions themselves about their parishioner's names and their spellings. Anna Ma-

ria Lang was baptized Anna Maria Lang, so I'd keep the spelling that way. The Marie spelling 

doesn't appear often and is a post-emigration occurrence. E's and A's at the ends of names can 

be interchangeable in different dialects of German. You usually only see Marie and Catharine 

when the French controlled the Pfalz, and even so, that was just the French writing in their lan-

guage, and not the family's spelling.” 

Copied from an email sent to John P. HARN by J.D. Smith, 2019 



Death certificate for 
Henry Benjamin SCHNEI-
DER, son of Phillip 
Schneider and Louisa 
Boss and brother of 
Catherine Schneider 
Gladwish. His birth year 
and birth place match 
the 1870 and 1880 cen-
sus records, when he 
was living with his par-
ents in IN. This docu-
ment is important be-
cause it shows Louisa 
SCHNEIDER’s maiden 
name was BOSS. Hen-
ry’s second wife was 
Catherine (not to be 
confused with his sister 
of the same name). Phil-
lip L. Schneider was the 
son of Henry Benj’s and 
his first wife Anna. 

Smoking Guns: The Parents & Siblings of our Louisa Baas Schneider 

 

Lousia Boss SCHNEIDER’s 
cemetery card from Spring 
Grove Cemetery in Cincinnati. 
This card is important because 
it shows the owner of the 
grave was her brother, Chris-
tian BOSS. Christian became a 
millionaire brewer and is well 
documented. 

 

George A. BOSS’s cemetery 
card, also from Spring Grove 
Cemetery. He is a brother to 
both Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER 
and Christian BOSS. This card 
is important because it shows 
their parents names were Ad-
am and Marie BOSS. Adam & 
Marie are “middle” names. 
Marie is Maria LANG.) 



Family of George Adam BAAS   (BASS, BOSS) 
father of Louisa Boss Schneider, 4th great-grandfather of the 4 Ohio Harn boys.    
 
George Adam BAAS 
b. 1778 Pirmasens, Bavaria, near Alsace 
d. 1850 Ripley Co, IND 
 

He likely used the name Adam for day-to-day purposes. 
 
George Adam’s Parents 

Johann Mattheis Baas 1729–1794 
Susanna Catharina Kuntz 1737–1783 
 

His 1st Wife 
Katharina Magdalena Hamann 1783–1815 
 

Children with his 1st Wife 
Maria Charlotta Baas 1801– 
Maria Katharina Baas (Smith) 1803–1895 
Georg Heinrich (Henry) Baas 1808–1870 
Sophia Charlotta Baas (Huber) 1811–1896 
Susanna Katharina Baas 1814– 
 

His 2nd Wife 
Anna Maria Lang 1787–1840 

 

Children with his 2nd Wife 
Luisa Magdalena Baas (ours) 1818–1907 
Georg Adam Baas (the soldier) 1821–1890 
Christian Baas (the brewer) 1822–1908 
Johann Adam Baas 1824– 
Elisabetha Charlotta Baas (Auer) 1826–1882 
Georg Friedrich Baas 1827– 
Anna Katarina Baas (Reinke) 1829–1882 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Birth:  Nov. 12, 1778, Bavaria (Bayern), Germany 

Death: Aug. 20, 1850, Ripley County Indiana, USA 

Inscription: 
Hier ruhet George Adam Bass, geboren im Yahre 1777, 
gestorben den 20 den August 1850, alt 73 Yahre.  
"Trennung ist des Lebens b* Gabe, Wiedersehn der 
schönsten Hoffnung Ziel." 
 

Translation: 
Here rests George Adam Bass, born in the year 1777, died 
20 August, 1850, 73 years old. 
' Separation is life’s big gift, Seeing each other again gives 
hope a purpose. '  

Burial: Saint John's Church Cemetery  
Penntown, Ripley County, Indiana, USA 

Most of the half-siblings knew each other well and 
many or all of them immigrated to the U.S. Some 
members of our BAAS family are buried at St. John’s 
(protestant) cemetery in Penntown, Ripley Co, IND, 
including Geroge Adam BAAS 1778-1850 and his son 
Henry BAAS. But there is no record of Maria LANG, 
his 2nd wife. She may be buried in Cincinnati or Ba-
varia. George Adam died Aug 20, 1850. The census 
was taken 6 days later. If he had lived another week, 
would we find him living with son Henry near Penn-
town, IN? St. John cemetery was originally German 
Evangelical. Our Louisa Baas’ husband, Phillip 
SCHNEIDER is also buried there, but he is the only 
Schneider.  

The headstone above was probably erected by Adam’s son 
George Heinrich (Henry) BAAS Sr. who lived most his adult 

life in Ripley Co, IND and raised nine children there. 

https://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=cr&GRid=137154837&CRid=2458418&


Records of the local Evangelical Reformed Church confirm the names and birth dates shown on previous 
page. Parents lived in the town of Winzeln in Pirmasens, Bavaria. Data and images courtesy of Joanne Pry 
Schneider Howard. 
 
1818  
28 Febr 
Name of Child - Louise Magdalene 
Name of Parents - Adam Baas and his wife Maria Lang 
Witnesses -    Jacob Baas, Joh. Bass, Anna Sternberger  
                    Magdalena Schindeldecker 
 
1821 
24 Feb a son was born to the citizen Adam Baas and his wife Anna Maria Lang and was baptized on the 27th named Georg Adam 
Witnesses -   Georg Jacob Hummel, Georg Adam Lott or Lotz 
                    Katharina wife of Nicolaus Werner 
                    Katharina Hoch(der) 
 
 
1822 
12 May a son was born to Anna Maria Lang wife of Adam Bass and on the 19th was baptized named Christian 
Witnesses -  Leonhard Ehrgott, Christian Hummel 
                   Cath. Barbara Wagner ___ 
 
 
1824 
The 21st of January a son was born to Anna Maria Lang the wife of Adam Baas and baptized on the 26th named Johann Adam 
Witnesses -  Heinrich Taeufer, Christ. Sieber 
                   Cath. Baas, Margaretha Wagner 
 
 
 
1826 
5th of January a daughter was born to Anna Maria Lang wife of Adam Baas, baptized on the 8th named of Elisabetha Charlotte 
Witnesses -  Jacob Hatzfeld, Georg Heinrich Lott 
                  Elisabetha Sternberger, Charlotte Volz 
 
 
 
1827 
The 21st of May a son was born to Anna Maria Lang wife of Adam Baas  baptized on the 25th named Georg Friedrich 
Witnesses -  Georg Jacob Hummel, Friederick Lott 
                    Elisabetha M__schel 
 
 
 
1829 
The 6th of February a daughter was born to Anna Maria Lang wife of Adam Bass baptized on the 19th named Catharina. 
Witness -  Georg Hamann 
  Katharina Knoor 

Baptism Records for Children of Adam BAAS & Anna Maria LANG 

NOTE: The birth date of Adam BOSS’ last child, Catharina, casts doubt 
on the accuracy of Christian BOSS’s 1900 census record (see follow-
ing pages) showing he immigrated to the US in 1828. An Adam BOSS 
does appear in the Cinci City Directory, 1829-30 and on the 1830 
Cinci census yet Adam’s child Catharina is born in Germany in 1829. 
The early Cinci records appear to be of a different Adam BOSS. 



Dear Mr. Harn, 

My name is J.D. (Joseph) Smith, and I am a distant cousin of yours related to your 3rd great-grandmother, Louisa Baas Schnei-

der. Your Louisa was my 4th great-grandmother's (Maria Katharina BAAS WOLF SCHMITT) oldest half-sister. 

My main area of research focuses on emigrants who left the Duchy of Zweibrücken (in the Pfalz, part of Rhenish Bavaria) and 

Pirmasens. I discovered what appears to have been a mass emigration of families from that area between the years 1833 and 

1860. Our ancestors were part of a serial emigration from the southwest Pfalz. I surmise Philipp Schneider, your Luisa's husband, 

was born in the same village (unconfirmed).  

There were four major locations where these Pfälzer emigrants settled: Cincinnati, OH; Newport, KY; Punxsutawney/

Luthersburg, PA, and Ripley County, IN. Families spread out from there. 

Luisa Magdalena BAAS’ mother, Anna Maria LANG, was originally from Höheischweiler, a few miles from Pirmasens. 

BASS is a name that comes from Eckartsweier, Baden (about 40 miles as-the-crow-flies from Pirmasens), and all the Baases near 

Pirmasens (Winzeln is a small village outside of this city) descend from one Mathias BAAS who came to Pirmasens as a dragoon 

in the military (in the mid-late 1700’s). 

Georg Adam BAAS (Sr.), born in Winzeln, was married twice, first to Katharina Magdalena HAMMAN, the daughter of a Hes-

sian loan soldier, and with her he had five children. I believe only three of these survived: Maria Katharina BAAS, wife of Hein-

rich WOLF and Georg Jakob SCHMITT; Georg Heinrich BAAS, "Henry", of Ripley Co., IN; Sophia Charlotta BAAS, later the 

wife of Jacob KRUMMEL and Adam HUBER, also of Ripley Co., IN. Magdalena Hammann died very young, and Adam Baas 

remarried to Anna Maria LANG, widow of Johann Adam Bachmann (no children) of Bottenbach (near Zweibrücken). They had 

nine children, of whom your Louisa BAAS was the oldest. Not all their children survived. 

I managed to confirm that my ancestor, Katharina BAAS came to America with her father, George Adam BAAS, and 

other family members in either the last months of 1832 or very early 1833, arriving first in New Orleans. The family was 

granted permission to emigrate in September 1832, along with Heinrich WOLF (Katharina's husband) and Georg Adam 

LOTT, who was a relative of the Baas family (see newspaper article, next page). The family stayed in New Orleans briefly, 

where the widowed daughter Katharina (her husband, I suspect, died on the voyage or soon after arrival or he may have 

died in Cincinnati) remarried to Jakob SCHMITT, who was born and raised only a few miles from Winzeln and likely 

knew her husband. The Baas, Lott, and Schmitt/Wolf families went to Cincinnati by flatboat, a story maintained by the 

Schmitt and Baas sides independently. I gather that they remained in Cinci until 1836, when the family split up, ours go-

ing to Pennsylvania with the LOTTs I believe, and most of the others going to Ripley Co, IN. Christian BAAS, only 14, 

stayed behind in Cincinnati and worked on boats. The same is probably true of Georg A. BAAS Jr. and some of the 

daughters stayed in Cinci too (including Louisa) marrying there. 

The interesting thing about the Schmitt family in Punxsutawney, PA is that our ancestors remembered that Jakob SCHMITT sup-

posedly came to the U. S. in 1832, landing at New Orleans, and then traveled to Cincinnati where he stayed until 1835, which 

essentially matches what we know about George Adam BAAS through his son Christian’s biography and through the letters of 

Fred C. BAAS, descendant of Henry BAAS of IN.  

I've never been able to locate a passenger list for the family because the lists for New Orleans 1832-1833 are very spotty. If the 

weather was good, it would have been a 30-40 days voyage. It could have been much longer, though. 

                                                                                                            (edited for brevity& formatting by John P. HARN, 2019) 

 

John HARN’s notes: Some birth dates of George Adam BAAS’ children and grandchildren support J.D. Smiths account.  

1829: Last child born to George Adam BAAS and Anna Maria LANG in Bavaria. 

1832: A child was born to Katherina BAAS Wolf Schmitt in Bavaria. 

1834-35: another child was born to Katherina BAAS Wolf Schmitt in OHIO. 

Louisa BAAS Schneider’s 1900 census says she immigrated 1833, matching J.D. Smith’s conclusions exactly but her brother 

Christian BAAS’s 1900 census says he immigrated 1828. Christian’s date is likely wrong.  Louisa BAAS Schneider was 15 years old 

in 1833. If she arrived with her father that year, she must have married Phillip SCHNEIDER in Cinci. Their first child (that we 

know of) was born in OH in 1838 when Louisa was abt. 20. 

Immigration to America,  from an mail sent to John P. HARN by J.D. SMITH, 2017   



My gut feeling is that the Baas and Wolf families departed in one group and arrived in New Orleans in 
very late 1832 and remained for a week or two tops before traveling to Cincinnati. It's possible that 
they went to Cincinnati in groups, but there is one account that said the trip to Cincinnati was almost 
immediately after arrival in the U. S., and that the parents and children were together.  
 

I think the Adam Boss you found in the 1834 directory is ours (see next page). The main evidence is 
that our Adam Baas, as well as several of his children, appears in the Pirmasens Protestant Church 
book as a sponsor for various baptisms up through the middle of 1832, but not after. This squares with 
the hypothesis that they left in October. Adam could not have left Pirmasens legally until Sep 1832.  
 

The most persuasive and accurate account I've found, however, is a German-language biography of 
Christian Baas (later Boss), the brewer, which actually noted his exact date of birth and that he was 
born in Pirmasens. The information in that biography is precise and mentions that he came to the U. S. 
via New Orleans then to Cincinnati by flatboat at the age of ten, brought by his parents (plural). Since 
he was born in 1822, there's not much ambiguity about the time-frame. Also, given that that account 
matches closely the one about the Jakob Schmitt family, maintained separately for generations, I'm 
inclined to believe that this is the core immigration narrative: 1832 arrival is the most likely. The 
Christian Baas account specifies that the family came "directly/immediately" to Cincinnati by flatboat 
after arriving in New Orleans. He could have been exaggerating, but it seemed quite specific. It also 
says that Christian attended a Volkschule for several years in Cincinnati before becoming a flatboat or 
raft pilot as a teen. What's maintained across the board is that the family—described as the parents, 
three sons, and five daughters in Fred Baas's letters—went as a group. The biggest clue has to do with 
their residence in Winzeln in 1832, and their disappearance from the local register that year. Every-
one we're researching disappears from the church register in late 1832. 
 

The total number of people in the three groups is 19: Adam Baas, Maria Lang, + 7 children; Heinrich 
Wolf, Katharina Baas, + 2 children; and Adam Lott and wife, + 4 children. It's a big group, yes, but fami-
lies tended to travel together in those days unless there was a substantial reason not to. In later Ger-
man immigration, breaking up the family became necessary because folks were so much poorer by 
contrast to the 1830s. Point being, the 1830s was a tough time, but most of the emigrants were rea-
sonably well-off farming families from southwestern Germany, not destitute, while the German emi-
grants of the 1840s-1870s were practically refugees, most of them destitute. In other words, those 
who got out in the 1830s made the right call, but it was partly elective; the ones who remained a dec-
ade or more longer ended up leaving out of desperation.  

Email from J.D. SMITH to John P. HARN, 2019                                                                      
regarding if the family arrived together or in waves... 

Newspaper article (L) and translation    
courtesy of J.D. (Joseph) SMITH 

Pirmasens, 17 September 1832 
 

“The farm workers Adam BASS, Hein-

rich WOLF, and Georg Adam LOTH, 

of Winzeln, have requested permission 

from the undersigned authority to be 

allowed to relocate with their families to 

America. It is brought to public notice 

that those who can make claims against 

them must bring their claims to the com-

petent courts within a month’s notice.”  
 

Note: Georg Adam LOTH was Adam 

BAAS’ nephew, the child of his sister, Su-

sanna Katharina BAAS. Henrich WOLF 

was Adam BAAS’ son in law, married to 

his daughter Maria Katharina BASS. 



Are the recent “Arrivees” in the 1834 Cinci City Directory? 
 

Adam BOSS Sr. in the 1834 Cinci City Directory? 
BOSS, LOTT and WOLF traveled together from Bavaria to Cinci approx. 1833. Are they listed in the 1834 
Cinci Directory as laborers? Adam would have been about 56 years old. He wouldn’t make his move to 
Ripley Co, IN for another 4-5 years. Adam was likely a farm worker in Bavaria who worked odd jobs in 
Cinci. There is another Adam BOSS in the 1829 & 1831 city directories but our Adam hadn’t yet arrived in 
those years. Maybe the 1834 record below shows Adam together with his children from 2 marriages and 
possibly his second wife, Anna Maria LANG, in the N. Liberties area of Cinci, just north of the city line, with 
more distant relatives and travelling partners, settling into frontier America. Our Louisa BAAS would have 
been 16. She and Phillip SCHNEIDER’s first child, Louisa Jr, was born in OH (likely Cinci) 1838, 4 years after 
this record. There are only 2 BOSSes (of any spelling) in the 1834 Directory: A Harriet and the Adam 
(below). Harriet Boss is from VA in the 1839 directory so she is not our family. In later years, the directory 
spells her name BOSSE consistently, while Christian & George A. (2)’s families consistently spell their 
name BOSS. In the years to come, there are many BOSSEs in Cinci but they do not belong to us. Specula-
tion: Was the 1834 city directory entry, below, the event that made the Cinci branch change the spelling 
of their name from BAAS to BOSS? Maybe they saw their name in print, spelled BOSS, and just continued 
spelling it that way, to make it easier for English speakers. Data for the 1834 directory may have been col-
lected in 1833. If so, our BAAS family had truly just arrived. The city directory only shows heads of house-
holds and not individual family members who may be living with them.  Note: WOLF is a common name, 
although BOSS and LOTT are not. (Images and text below taken 
from the 1834 Cinci City Directory.) 

 
 

J.D. SMITH in an email to John P. HARN, 2019      
“As far as I can tell, our family was not legally allowed to 
leave the Pfalz until October 1832, so any Cincinnati rec-
ords earlier than that are most likely unrelated folks.”  



The immigration record at right 
shows a Phillip Schneider arriving 
in New York from Bavaria in 1837. 
He sailed aboard the Hilah from 
the port of Le Havre in France, on 
the English Channel. He is 25 years 
old, giving him a birth year of 
1812, two years before the as-
sumed birth year for our Phillip. 
 
There are no other Schneiders on 
board. Interestingly, he is traveling 
with Louis LANG, b. 1817, also 
from Bavaria. Louisa BOSS Schnei-
der’s mother was Anna Maria 
LANG, born about 1787.  
 
If this is our Phillip, it raises the 
possibility Phillip knew the BOSS 
family in Bavaria and was traveling 
with members of Anna Maria 
LANG’s family. Phillip died 6 years 
before the 1900 census, which 
would’ve shown his immigration 
year, so we don’t have that infor-
mation. 
 
This Phillip’s occupation is shown 
as “cooper” (barrel maker). 
 
It’s understood that members of the 
BAAS family, who’s destination was 
Cinci, arrived through the port of New 
Orleans then traveled up the Missis-
sippi and Ohio rivers by boat to reach 
Cinci. A person who intended to go 
directly to Cinci, probably would not 
have arrived in New York City in a 
time before railroads had reached 
Cinci. But it’s possible Phillip didn’t 
originally intend to settle in Cinci. Phil-
lip Schneider is a common name and 
the chances this record belongs to our 
Phillip are small although his arrival 
date and birth year are promising. 

Possible 1837            
immigration record    
of Phillip Schneider 

There are (at least) 2 other 
immigration records of 

note: 

1. Phillip Schneider, a 
weaver, arrives in New 
Orleans from Le Havre, 
France in Dec, 1836. B. 
1818. He is from France 
(Alsace?) He is with 
Magdelena Schneider 
B. 1814. Phillip is 18 
years old and Magdele-
na is 22. She may be a 
sister. Note our 
Louisa’s middle name is 
Magdelena. 

2. Phillip Schneider ar-
rives July 1837 in New 
York from Hamburg. B. 
1817. Rail travel to 
Cincinnati didn’t start 
until 1840 so if his des-
tination was Cinci, New 
Orleans would be a 
better port of entry. 
Louisiana became a 
state in 1812. 

J.D. SMITH in an email to John P. HARN, 2019:   It’s possible your Schnei-
ders are from Windsberg (2 miles from Pirmasens). There was likely a group 
of people specifically from Windsberg who were following one another to 
America and your Philipp may have been one of them. There are 2-3 concen-
trations of Schneiders in our part of the Pfalz, the towns being Windsberg, 
Contwig, and Pirmasens.  I've found some Cincinnati-era links between your 
Philipp Schneider and folks with the surname Schindeldecker (they were a 
Winzeln family) and Krummel (in-laws of Sophia BASS HUBER’s via her 1st 
marriage). My suspicion is that your Philipp was either born in Gersbach, Pir-
masens, or Windsberg, but there were at least 4 Philipp Schneiders of the 
same age living in the Cinci and Newport church communities (1830s-50s).  
Your Langs are a very old Nu nschweiler parish family, which includes the 
town of Ho heischweiler (also 2 miles from Pirmasens). 



 
 

 

 

Part Two 

 

Louisa’s Siblings 



Adam BOSS b. 1771-80 a birth year that matches his headstone. 

Henry BASS b. 1801-10, right age to be 

Adam’s son Henry b. 1809. He is our 

Louisa’s half-brother. 

unknown male 
b. 1811-20 

b. 1836-40 the right age to be Adam BAAS’ 
grandson, Henry Jr, b. IN 1839-40, thus Adam 
and Henry moved from Cinci to IN 1834-39. 

female b.1811-20. This may be 
Henry’s 1st wife, (umkn) Fenner. In 

1850 Henry lives with 2nd wife 
Margt Rybold and a Mary Fenner.  

The same Jacob Fenner lives very near 
Henry in 1850 too, suggesting Henry  

lived in the same place 1840-50  or  
Boss & Fenner moved together. 

1840 Census, Adam BOSS Sr. 
in his son Henry’s household, Ripley Co, IN 

Adam would’ve been abt. 63 in 1840, old enough to be “retired” & counted in his son’s household. 
From about this point forward, the Ripley Co family tends to use the spelling BAAS, while the Cinci branch tends to 

use BOSS. Adam BASS Sr. died in the summer of 1850, a few days before the 1850 census was taken. 

Ripley Co, IN “seal” decorating the 
front page of the 1883 Ripley Co 

landowners map. 

Photo of Ripley Co, IN near Penntown by John P. HARN, 2007 

 

maybe Mary Fenner 
counted w Henry in 1850 



Christian BOSS 1822-1908 
full brother of Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER 

The Gambrinus Stock Brewing Company 
 

The brewery began in 1832 as the Jonte and 
Billiods Brewery owned by Peter Jonte and 
his cousin Friedrich Billiod.  In 1835, Frie-
drich left and started the Lafayette Brewery 
and the original brewery became the Peter 
Jonte Brewery.  In 1855 Peter Jonte sold it 
to Christian Boss and David Ray and it be-
came the Boss and Ray Brewery.  In 1858 
Christian Boss bought out David Ray and 
changed the name to Christian Boss Brew-
ery.  By 1876 Christian had formed it into 
the Gambrinus Stock Brewing Company, 
named for the mythical god of beer and it 
was the first brewery in Cincinnati to bottle 
its own beer.  Christian served as president 
for decades, became a millionaire, retired in 
1907 and died in 1909. Due to prohibition, 
the brewery closed its doors in 1919 and 
never reopened. The brewery was located 
at Abigail Street (now 12th) and Syca-
more.  The main brewery buildings were 
torn down in 1980 but the brewery stables 
built in 1870 at 310 Reading Road and the 
Christian Boss home at 1324 Broadway 
Street still stand today. 

 
 

Christian BOSS & Christina 
ALDINGER’s Children 

 
Christian Wm.   1851-1914 

Christina Louisa   1852-1938 
Charles   1855-1910 

Rosa Lee   1857-1950 
Edward   1859-1953 

Anne   1861-1943 
Catherine   1862-1873 

David   1868-1910 

Christian BOSS about 1869, 47 years old 



Christian Boss, his wife Christina Aldinger and their 
son David Boss, Spring Grove Cemetery, Cincinnati. 

Christian BOSS 1822-1908 
full brother of Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER 

1875 Cinci City Directory 

Christian BOSS’ family home 
on Broadway 

Article from 1908 Cinci Enquirer, 
courtesy of Shirley Maynard 



This 1882 photograph shows some of the employees of the Gambrinus 
Stock Brewing Company. The photograph may have been taken to cele-
brate the fifteenth anniversary of the formation of the company. Workers 
are holding the tools of their trade. Christian Boss, president of the compa-
ny, is supposedly seated next to the man with the saw (enlarged at right). 
His son C. W. Boss, secretary of the company, is seated behind the young 
girl, his daughter, in the center. About 1855, Christian Boss and David Ray 
bought out the brewery of Peter Jonte and ran it under the name Ray & 
Boss. In the 1860s, Christian bought out his partner, David Ray, and later 
organized the Gambrinus Stock Brewing Company. The company was 
named after the mythical god of beer, Gambrinus. It became the first 
brewery in Cincinnati to bottle its own beer. Christian organized the com-
pany to offer public shares of stock, thus the company name, a very for-
ward looking concept in those years. Christian remained President until his 
death in 1909. Prohibition (1920-1933) made business difficult for the com-
pany. It was forced to shut down and didn’t reopened when Prohibition 
was lifted.     For a high-res view of the above photo, visit:                   
https://ohiomemory.org/digital/collection/p267401coll36/id/8626/ 

Gambrinus Stock Brewery Co Employees, 1882 
including Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER’s full-brother, Christian BOSS  
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Gambrinus Stock Co building as it looked in 1976, a few years before it was torn down. 

Gambrinus Stock Company (Christian BOSS’s brewery) 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

The huge keg was no doubt built 
for promotional purposes. The 
building on the keg doesn’t 
match the building below be-
cause the brewery owned at 
least 3 bldgs. Christian BOSS is 
second from right. Others might 
be family members. The man to 
the right of Christian BOSS might 
be his son, C.W. BOSS. 



George Adam BOSS 1821-1890 
full brother of Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER 

George A. BOSS about 1869, 48 years old 

George A. BOSS’ cemetery card (left). He is 
buried in Spring Grove Cem, Cinci. This is a 
key document since it names his parents, 
Adam & Marie. Notice his headstone says, 
“Sr.” This seems odd since his father was 
also George Adam. But maybe the person 
who ordered the headstone didn’t know 
that. Or this George’s middle name wasn’t 
Adam. Or the fact it had been 40 years 
since his father passed in IN. More likely, 
it’s because George A. had a son George W. 
BOSS, born 1868. 
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George Adam BOSS 1821-1890 
full brother of Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER 

Soldier’s Name: George A. Boss 

Age at Enlistment: 40 

Enlistment Date: 24 Aug 1861 

Rank at enlistment: 1st Lieutenant 

State Served: Ohio 

Survived the War?: Yes 

Service Record: 

Commissioned an officer in Company F, 
Ohio 4th Cavalry Regiment on 12 Nov 
1861. Promoted to Full Captain on 17 Sep 
1862. Mustered out on 03 Sep 1863.  

Birth Date: abt 1821 

Sources: 
Official Roster of the Soldiers of the State 
of Ohio  

George A. BOSS (above) enlisted in the Union Army, 
Ohio 4th Calvary, which was made up of Cincinnati vol-
unteers. He served from 1861-63. He was a Captain by 
the time he quit. The group was called "Union Dragoons" 
and "Cincinnati Union Dragoons." Companies of 4th Cav-
alry saw action in various Missouri, Mississippi and Ken-
tucky campaigns, as well as the seizure of Forts Henry 
and Donelson and the Battle of Shiloh. On 31 December 
1862 the 4th Cavalry attacked and routed a Confederate 
cavalry brigade near Murfreesboro, Tennessee. In 1863–
64 the 4th saw further action in Tennessee, Georgia and 
Mississippi. On 30 June 1863, a squadron charged a six-
gun battery of Confederate artillery near Shelbyville, Ten-
nessee, capturing the entire battery and three hundred 
prisoners. George served in the same unit as his brother-

in-law, George AUER 
(following pages) He 
also served during the 
Mexican War 1846-48 
during an earlier enlist-
ment (next page) which 
explains his rank in ‘61. 
 

Adam filed for an in-
valid’s pension in 1886, 
4 years before he died, 
and his widow, Mary E. 
BOSS filed for a wid-
ow’s pension in 1893, 3 
years after he died. 

 

George A BOSS’ Three Wives & Four Children 
 
 Spouse 1: Evaline Sutton 1826-1895 
     Child: Margaret L. Boss 1851-1918 m. Ewing. 
 
 Spouse 2: Nancy Alison 1833-1917 
     Child: Eliza Boss 1862-1942 
 
 Spouse 3: Maria Elizabeth Ross 1834-1898 
     Child: Louisa Eleanor Boss 1867-1906 
     Child: George W. Boss 1868-1901 

 

George A BOSS’ Whereabouts According to Census & City Directory 
 

1840        Not on census 
1846        Cinci (City Directory) 
1850        Merchant in Campbell Co, KY with wife Evaline 24 (near Phillip & Louisa) 
                 George is counted in the household of his father-in-law, John Sutton. 
1853-59  Cinci (City Directory) 
1860        Merchant in Cinci with Evaline 32 & dau Margaret 9 
1860-65  Cinci (City Directory) 
1870        Brewer in Springfield OH with Mary E. 35, Louisa E. 3 & George W. 2. 
1879        Cinci (City Directory) 
1880        Not on census but wife Elizabeth A 45, dau Lulu E. 13 & George W. 11 
1886        Cinci (City Directory) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fort_Henry_%28site_of_the_Battle_of_Fort_Henry%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fort_Donelson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brigade
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murfreesboro,_Tennessee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artillery_battery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artillery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shelbyville,_Tennessee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shelbyville,_Tennessee


The Varied Career of George A. BOSS, 

Year Occupation Source 

1846 Tailor, 3rd Ward Cinci Cinci City Directory 

abt 1847-49 Soldier, US Army (dates unknown) Military Pension Record, below 

1848, Jan Married Evaline Sutton in KY N. KY marriage Records 

1850 Merchant, Campbell Co, KY US Census 

1851 Sept 1st Daughter b. Campbell Co, KY Daughter’s death cert 

1853-55 Clerk (no company listed) 72 L. Mkt, lives 112 E. 5th Cinci City Directory 

1856-57 Wholesale & Retail Grocer lives 118 E. 5th Cinci City Directory 

1860 Merchant, 9th Ward Cinci US Census 

1861 Salesman for C. Boss & Co. Cinci City Directory 

1861-63 First Lieutenant/Capt, US Army Military Pension Record 

1862 Boss & Co (brewery, no job title) Cinci City Directory 

1864 Boss & Co (brewery, no job title) Cinci City Directory 

1865 Brewer, C. Boss, G. Boss & D. Ray Co. Cinci City Directory 

1870 Brewer, Springfield, near Cinci US Census 

1877 Grocer on River Road, Riverside, just west of Cinci Cinci City Directory 

1878 Mayor of Riverside (!) Cinci City Directory 

1879 Nothing listed, Riverside Cinci City Directory 

1880 Wife & kids listed in Riverside w/out George US Census 

1881 Gambrinus Stock Co (no job title) lives at “Keber House” Cinci City Directory 

1883 Trav. Agnt. Gambrinus Stock Co. lives at 312 Elm Cinci City Directory 

1887-88 Trav. Agnt, Gambrinus Stock Co. lives 383 Main Cinci City Directory 

George Adam BOSS 1821-1890, full brother of Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER 

LEFT: US Army record of 
George A. BOSS’ pension ap-
plications. It shows his ser-

vice during the Civil War and 
notes  “+ Mex War”. The 

Mexican-American War last-
ed from April 1846 to Feb 
1848. We don’t know how 

long he served since he mar-
ried his 1st wife Jan 1848. 
George applied for an in-

valid’s pension himself March 
1886 at 65 yrs old and his 3rd 
wife applied for widow’s ben-

efits Mar 1893, three years 
after he died. 



Elizabeth Charlotte BOSS/BAAS  1826-1882, full sister of Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER 

Louisa’s younger sister Charlotte BAAS, b. 1826,  married 
George AUER 1846 in Cinci. She was 20 and he was 29. (They 
appear together as sponsors of Phillip & Louisa’s child Phoebe 
6 months before they marry). They’re on the 1850 census as a 
married couple without kids. George 34 is a grocer born Ger-
many abt. 1817. Charlotte is 21. They’re not on the 1860 cen-
sus but they are on the 1870 census with two kids, b. 1856 & 
1864, 8 years apart. Another child, Wm, b. 1858, d. 6 mos old. 
George volunteered in the 4th OH Calvary during the Civil War 
(1861-65) & served with George A. BAAS (Louisa’s brother). 
His Find A Grave memorial connects him to his son from the 
1870 census and has messages from Veterans Groups, show-
ing the same regiment info as his military pension card (below). George d. 7/4/1891. Wife Charlotte BAAS 
died 7/18/1882, 9 years before him. He claimed an invalids pension in 1875 when he was abt 58 yrs old and 
received $8/month for injury to abdomen starting 1877. George & Charlotte BAAS AUER are buried at Wal-

nut Hills Cem, Cinci, but not together. George is buried next to 
his son Charles G, d. 1924. Charles also owned the grave Ed-
ward, son of Louisa & Phillip, was buried in. Charlotte’s grave is 
owned by “BOSSE.” There are 9 “BOSS”es at Walnut Hills Cem 
and 30 “BOSSE”s but none seem related. Cinci City Directory: 
George has no entries 1851-63. ‘64=laborer h. 32 Abagail. 
‘65=miller h. Abagail & Sycamore (Christian BOSS’ Brewery). 
’67-68=no entry. ’69=laborer h. 399 Sycamore (the brewery’s 
address) ’71 =brewer at 400 Sycamore. ’75=Geo is at son’s ad-
dress, no job. ‘76=still w/ son, printer, Abagail & Sycamore. 
‘79=no entry, but son’s h. 400 Sycamore. Clearly, George 
worked for Chirstian BOSS. This family may have had trauma 
related to George’s soldiering and/or injury. There is no trace 
of Charlotte BAAS Auer in 1880. She may be living with a child. 
She d. 1882 according to Find A Grave, age 56. Note: George 
Auer is on 1880 census, disabled, single, 60, at the National 
Military Home in Dayton OH. His age is off by 2 yrs but his oc-
cupation and birthplace are right.  

1850 Census, Cinci, OH Ward 11 
George OWER     34 (b. 1816)  Grocer    GER 
Charlotte              21 (b. 1829)                  GER 
 
 
 

1870 Census, Cinci, OH Ward 9 
George AUER     52  (b. 1818)  Brewery   France 
Charlotte            42  (b. 1828)                    BAV 
Charles Geo.      14  (b. 1856)                     OH 
Anna Louisa         6  (b. 1864)                      OH 
(Charlotte cannot read or write) 

1880 Census, Nat. Military Home, Dayton, OH 
This is a subsidized, “high-end” retirement home for 
Civil War vets. President Lincoln dedicated it: 
 

George AUER    60  (b. 1819-20)    Brewer     FRANCE 
He is “single” and disabled (but everyone is disabled). 
He has been out of work 10 months so he may have 
entered the home in 1879. 



This Frederick BAAS may or may not be Louisa’s youngest sibling. B. 1824-25 in Bavaria, he 
m. Mary (Ann) SEIBENTHALLER (1838-83) in Franklin Co, IN on Jan 8, 1859. He was 32 and she 
was 21. They probably had a dau, Maria A, b. 1861, who d. 1868. Fred appears on the 1860 census in Butler, 
Franklin Co, IN, 30 households away from Phillip and Louisa. Fred BAAS was drafted into Union Army 1863. He 
appears on the 1870 & 1880 census in Butler, Franklin, IN. and on the 1882 landowners map (above). He’s in the 
same place, with 80 acres, next door to G.H. HUBER and L. HUBER, both unkn. Louisa’s sister, Sophia BAAS, m. 
Adam HUBER and lives a few miles away in Ripley Co. Find-A-Grave says Frederick d. March 1899 in Franklin Co, 
IN, 75 yrs old, buried a few miles south at St. Jacob’s Cemetery, Dearborn Co, IN. He outlived his wife by 16 
years. Working against him being Louisa’s brother: this Fred is b. 1824 but Louisa’s brother is b. 1827. Also, Fred 
doesn’t interact in the records with our BAAS family in IN or Cinci AND another Frederick BAAS, cousin to Louisa, 
is born BAV 1824, the right year, according to church records from Winzeln, Bavaria. If not Louisa’s brother, he is   

  a “cousin” & they would likely have known each other as kin. 
1860 Census, Butler Twnshp, Franklin Co. IN 
30 households away from Phillip and Louisa. 
Fred BOSS     35 (b. 1825)  Farmer    BAV 
Mary              22 (b. 1838)                    IN 
 

1870 Census, Butler Twnshp, Franklin Co. IN 
Fred BOAS     46  (b. 1824)  Farmer      BERN 
Mary               31  (b. 1839)                     IN 
Mary                 6  (b. 1864)                     IN 
Caroline            5  (b. 1865)                     IN 
Robert               1  (b. 1869)                     IN 

Frederick BAAS,  1824-1899, full-brother of Louisa Boss Schneider?? 

June 1863 Civil War Draft Registration (L) & Military 
Pension card (below) Frederick BAAS, Butler Twnshp, 
Franklin Co, IN, b. 1824 in Germany, farmer.  He claimed an 
invalid (old age) military pension in 1886, abt. 62 yrs old,       
3 yrs 
after his 
wife 
died. 

 
 

1880 Census, Butler Twnshp, Franklin Co. IN 
His neighbors match the 1882 map, above. 
Fred BASS      56 (b. 1824)  Farmer      BAV BAV BAV 
Mary               42 (b. 1839)                     IN  BAV  BAV 
Mary               16 (b. 1864)                     IN 
Caroline          14 (b. 1866)                     IN 
Robert             12 (b. 1868)                     IN 
George              8 (b. 1872)                     IN 
Robert               5 (b. 1875)                     IN 

1882 Landowners 
map (L), Butler 

Twnshp, Franklin 
Co, IN   Frederick 

BAAS’ 80 acres are 
shown in the lower 

right corner. The blue 
circle at left shows the 
location of Phillip and 
Louisa’s land (sold to 
Voltz in 1864). Louisa 

and Frederick BAAS 
lived probably less 

than 3 miles from each 
other in the 1860s. 

Louisa lived first next to  
her (proven) brother 

George BOSS In Camp-
bell Co, KY, then moved 
to Franklin Co, IN, next 
to her (possible) broth-
er Frederick BAAS, then 
moved to Ripley Co, IN, 

next to her (proven) 
sister, Sophia BAAS. 



Anna Katharina BOSS/BAAS  1829-1882, full sister of Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER 

The Mystery of John LANG 
On the 1870 census (L), Louisa’s sis-
ter, Anna Catherine BAAS Reinke, is 

living directly next to John LANG (bar 
keeper) and  his family. The mother of Louisa and Anna 

(Catherine) BAAS was Anna Maria LANG. She is one of our un-
knowns. It is very interesting to find a BAAS living next to a 

LANG. This John LANG is the same age as Louisa BAAS and about 
12 years older than Anna Catherine BAAS. We don’t know if he is 

related. LANG is a fairly common name. The John LANG on the 
census was born in BADEN. His obituary (same name, same 

wife’s name, same birth place, same birth year, same street ad-
dress) says he is from Sassback, BADEN, which is about 40 miles 
as-the-crow-flies from the hometown of Louisa and Anna Cathe-
rine BASS. The same John LANG family is on the 1860 (works at 

coffee shop) and 1880 census (saloon keeper) but not near 
BAAS. In 1880 he’s on Spring Grove Ave. The 1885 John LANG 

obit mentions their home is on Spring Grove Ave. Thus the infor-
mation on John LANG’s obit tells us a great deal about the John 

LANG living directly next to Anna Catherine BASS Reinke, 1870. 

Marriage record (L) for Anna Cath-
erine BAAS and Charles REINKE, 

Dec 20, 1859 in Hamilton Co, OH. 
According the information below, 
Anna was 29 and Charles was 25 

when they married. We don’t have 
records of previous marriages, but 

11 years after marrying, on the 
1870 census, they are living with 3 
kids, all born 1855-60, before they 

married. Emma & John may be 
from either or both of their previ-
ous marriages, if any.  Dau. Louisa 

may be theirs. 

(below) The (unflattering) Spring Grove Cem stat card shows this 
Anna is the wife of Charles Reinke, of the 1859 marriage record, 

above. They are buried together, Charles outliving Anna by 37 years. 
The gravestone makes it clear Anna Reinke’s maiden name was 

BAAS. She died at the same address as on the 1880 census, above. 

 

1870 CENSUS, CINCI 
 

 Charles Raenke   36  Carpenter  PRUSS 
 Anna Raenke      39             BAV  
 Emma                   15                       OH 
 John                      13                       OH 
 Louisa                   10                       OH 
 

1880 CENSUS, 746 State Ave, CINCI 
 

 Carl Rinke               46  Carpenter  GER 
 Catherine Rinke    49               GER  
 (no children) 

                John LANG lives next door. 



Maria Katharina BAAS  1803-1895, half-sister of Louisa BOSS Schneider. 
 

Text below copied verbatim from an email sent to John P. HARN  by J.D. Smith in 2019.                      
J.D. (Joseph) SMITH is a descendant of Maria Katharina BAAS. 

Maria Katharina Baas (13 Sep 1803-2 July 1895) was the eldest surviving daughter of Georg Adam Baas and 

Katharina Magdalena Hammann of Winzeln by Pirmasens, Pfalz, Kingdom of Bavaria. She was also one of his 

longest surviving children. Her 92 years were punctuated with many loves and losses, and spanned the entirety of 

the 19th century. She was born in time to see the continuation of warfare with the French that plagued her par-

ents’ generation, and in the United States, her own son William would be captured at the Battle of Gettysburg, 

leaving her in fear for over a year as he wasted away in a Confederate prison. A much-loved matriarch, she was 

the mother of twelve and caretaker for many grandchildren, resuming her role anytime misfortune struck, as it 

often did in her life. 

 

At the age of 13, she was confirmed in the United Protestant Church of Pirmasens and would remain a member of 

the Reformed denomination in America. While in Winzeln, she remained at home, the eldest of three, possibly 

four, surviving children born to her father by his first wife, who died at 31 of pneumonia. Like her brother Hein-

rich (Henry) and sister Sophia (m. Krummel & Huber), they came of age in a household forever altered by their 

mother’s absence.  

 

In 1829, at 26, Katharina gave birth to an out-of-wedlock child, Christina Baas, and refused to identify the father, 

most likely to protect him from penalties imposed by the church. Whether or not this was Heinrich Wolf, whom 

she would marry 24 January 1831, is unknown. Heinrich Wolf (1803-1833) was a native of Windsberg, Nün-

schweiler parish, and did not have rights to become a resident in Winzeln beyond temporary day-laborer status. 

Their one and only child,  Heinrich Wolf (the younger), was born in Winzeln on 29 June 1832. The circumstances 

of the young family likely encouraged their emigration from the Rheinpfalz.  

 

Sometime shortly after 19 Sep 1832, she immigrated to America with her first husband, two children, parents, 

siblings, and cousins, first residing in Cincinnati for a period of 2-3 years before going their separate ways. Both 

Heinrich Wolf and her second husband, Georg Jakob Schmitt, were natives of Nünschweiler parish, a short dis-

tance north of where she was born. Her first husband is inferred to have died in Cincinnati in 1833, or else en 

route there.  

 

A widow with 2 children at 30, she remarried to Jakob Schmitt, a man 7 years her junior, who like her had emi-

grated from the Pfalz in 1832 and arrived at New Orleans. Jakob’s father, mother, and siblings followed him to 

the U. S., arriving 24 June 1833. They established a settlement 2-miles north of Punxsutawney, PA that fall, in a 

coal-rich valley near Little Elk Run Creek. It was to this settlement that Katharina and Jakob were eventually 

called. They remained with the Baas family in Cincinnati until 1835, and while there, had a child, Jakob. Jakob 

Schmitt, in theory, was the first descendant of Adam Baas ever born on American soil.  

 

Not long after, the families separated, the Schmitts going to Punxsutawney, and the Baases, led by Henry Baas, 

seeking settlement in southeastern Indiana. It is unknown if they ever saw each other again.  

 

At their new home in Pennsylvania, they found a mostly unsettled wilderness of pine, ash, and hemlock atop a 

high-winding Allegheny hill. Their lives would be spent clearing this communal property to make some sem-

blance of the life they sought. Separated from her family in a foreign place, Katharina began life again, though in 

a community that greeted many more of her own cousins, like the Lotts and Wingerts, and former neighbors. To-

gether, they founded an immigrant German Reformed Church—the new center of their German community. 

Jakob served as the first elected trustee, and their family erected the many buildings in which they worshipped.  

 

Beyond Jakob (b. 1834), nine more children were born to Katharina while she was between the ages of 32 and 47. 

They were Katharina (1836-1910), married Johann Adam Weber; Christian (1837-1876), married Elisabeth 

Schmitt; Louisa (1839-1914), married Valentin Hoeh; William J. (1840-1920), a veteran of the Civil War and 



Maria Katharina BAAS 
half-sister of Louisa BOSS Schneider….continued 

Gettysburg survivor, married Anna E. Engelbach; Philip (1842-1927), married Bertha Elbel; George (1845-1924), 

married twice and had 16 children; Adam J., also married twice and had 12 children; and Samuel J. (1850-1912) 

and Anna Maria (1850-1873), twins. All are presumed to have been baptized Schmitt, but known in English as 

Smith. Of Katharina’s twelve children, 4-5 died before 40 under tragic circumstances, including all of her eldest 

sons, Heinrich Wolf, and sons Jakob and Christian Schmitt, and her youngest, Maria. In the span of 1873 and 

1877 alone, she saw the deaths of her husband, two sons, two daughters-in-law, and numerous grandchildren.  

 

The Schmitt-Baas family made their livelihood farming and by rafting on the Ohio and Clarion, selling timber 

and working as carpenters and masons. Their first home was a cabin, replaced by a white frame-home in the 

1840s. In 1859, the Brookville Jeffersonian newspaper noted that “on the evening of Feb. 25th, about dark, the 

large white dwelling house, belonging to Jacob Smith, two miles north of Punxsutawney, took fire from a stove-

pipe, and was burned to the ground,” causing “no less than $1,500” in losses to the household and farm stores. 

Remarkably, the “bedding, household furniture, and clothing were saved.” At the time, eight children—the 

youngest two born when she was 47—still resided at the homestead.  

 

Jakob made a moderate life as a farmer, aided by family and friends. He and Katharina associated mostly with 

other immigrants from Pfalz-Zweibrücken, never assimilating as their children would. In 1877, Katharina saw yet 

another marriage prematurely ended when Jakob died from a falling accident. Family lore holds that he was 

working in a tall cherry tree when the accident occurred. Though the injuries were severe, he lived a few days, 

penning a short will leaving his farm to his youngest, Samuel. In the early morning of May 1, Jakob was dead at 

66. He was buried near the corner of the old cemetery at the family’s church.  

 

Katharina, blessed with remarkable longevity, survived her husband by 18 years and continued on at the home-

stead, provided for by her many sons. Katharina died of natural causes at her home in Young Township on 2 July 

1895. She was laid to rest beside Jakob in the Reformed cemetery on July 4. A controversial court order, by act of 

the church trustees, was made to raze and remove the cemetery in 1922. However, the family fought the order, 

and it is believed that the couple still rest beside the church, along with most of their relatives, their graves paved 

over, marked now only by the 

memory of family.  

 

In the 1920s, the wife of her 

nephew Jacob George Smith, 

named for her husband, 

stitched Katharina’s and 

Jakob’s names into a commu-

nity quilt as part of a church 

fundraiser. It remains to this 

day in the church, on the cor-

ner of Graffius Ave. and 

Cherry St. where she is bur-

ied: the only public memorial 

of her life not carried by her 

descendants, who now ap-

proach the thousands.  

Map of Pennsylvania (above) published 1836, about the year 
Katharina BAAS & family migrated from Cincinnati to PA.  
Dark lines show railroads, which hadn’t reached Cinci yet.        
Death Notice (R) Punxsutawney News, July 10, 1895, pg. 5. 



Louisa’s half-brother Henry BAAS is buried in St. 
John’s  Cem, Penntown, Ripley Co, IN along with his 

father and many other BAAS family members. 

 

Henry BAAS & Margaret RYBOLT’s Children.                        
They m. 1850. It was likely a 2nd 
marriage for both of them, Henry to 
FENNER and Mgt. to KRUMMEL. 
 

Mary b. 1839 (Fenner?) 
Henry b. 1840 
Jacob b. 1842-45 
Mary b. 1845-46 
Sarah b. 1847-48 
Samuel b. 1848 
(John?) Peter b. 1851 
Christian b. 1853 d. 1883 
Adam b. 1855 
Eva M. b. 1857 d. 1858 
Caroline b. 1859 
Frederick b. 1863 
Edward b. 1864 

 
Baby Eva M’s headstone, St John’s Cem, Penntown, IN 

 

Henry BAAS’ Whereabouts 
 

1839          Cinci City Directory. From Bavaria. Works coffee house near Louisa. Henry’s first child born 1839-40 in IN. 
1840          In Ripley Co, IN with 1 child. 
1850-70    In Adams Twnshp, Ripley Co, IN, 6-8 kids. Farmer & Brewer. In 1860 he is 4 households from sister Sophia 
BAAS Huber and 15 from his newly married niece, Louisa Schneider (Jr) KORB, dau of Louisa & Phillip Schneider.  

Henry BAAS 1809-1870 
half-brother of Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER 

Sophia BAAS Huber 1811-1895 
Louisa’s Half-Sister 

 

Sophia BAAS Huber’s Kids (2 marriages) 
 

Christian John KRUMMEL b. OH 1837 d. 1917 
Jacob KRUMMEL b. 1839 IN d. 1884 
Kathryn KRUMMEL Jenner b. 1842 IN d. 1917 
Louisa HUBER Schmocker b. 1844 IN d. 1921 
Catherine HUBER Wickemeyer b. 1847 d. 1910 
Margaret HUBER Pohler b. 1850 IN d. 1934 
Adam HUBER b. 1854 IN 

1870 Census, Adams Twnshp, Ripley Co, IN 
(left) showing Phillip and Louisa Boss SCHNEI-
DER living directly next to, or with, Louisa’s half
-sister, Sophia BAAS HUBER. They have the 
same father, Adam BOSS but different moth-
ers. Sophia is a full-sister to Henry BAAS, 
above, a son of Adam BOSS. Henry too lives in 
Adams Twnshp and is counted with his family 
about 55 households away. Sophia is 2 years 
older than Louisa and Henry is 10 years older. 



Mystery of the 1850 census, Cinci’s 3rd Ward 

1850 Census, Cinci:  The identity of this Henry BOSS, 71 years old, born 1779 and counted with Christian BOSS, 
brother of our Louisa is unknown.  John and Mary BOSS, ages 32 & 25 are also unknown. Their names and ages don’t 
match any of the known children of Adam BOSS. According to online trees, Christian BOSS did have a full-brother 
named Johann Adam, b. 1824, but this misses his age by 6 years. Mary could be John’s wife. Maybe John BOSS is work-
ing as a clerk in the grocery store that Christian owns. No other record of a Henry BOSS b. 1779 has been found. Henry 
might be a name he didn’t always use. Christian is living with his wife Chirstina. Their first child, Christian W. BOSS, will 
be born in 1851. Christian Sr’s brother and sister, George A. and our Louisa BOSS Schneider live very near each other 
across the river in Campbell Co, KY in 1850. There could be a census error as to Henry’s age, above, but not having an 
occupation suggests he’s retired. The number of Henry BOSSes in the Cincy Directory starts with none in 1834 and just 
two in 1839. By 1871 there are 18 Henry BOSSes. 
 
 

J.D. SMITH in an email to John P. HARN, 2019:  If the Henry/John/Mary group are indeed Baas family (and 
not just another family mistakenly lumped under the head of household), then it could possibly be an older neph-

ew of Adam Baas, though it is definitely not a brother. All the Adam Baas brothers died in the Pirmasens area, 
and none had the name Heinrich. Adam had a few brothers who were nearly 15-20 years older than him, so it 

would make sense for one of them to have a son who was 

Adam's age. There were a few other Baas families that 
came to the Cinci area, mostly after 1833. 

1849 Cinci City Directory (left) This Henry BOSSE is not Hen-
ry, son of Adam, shown in Ripley Co, IND on the 1840 Cen-
sus, previous page. Nor does he appear to be the Henry 
BOSS living with Christian BOSS on the 1850 census, above. 
The Henry at left co-owns a furniture store with John Eller-
man. We don’t know of any carpenters in our BOSS family 
or any association with an Ellerman family. This 1849 record 
does not seem to shed light on the identity of the Henry 
BOSS who is with Christian BOSS on the 1850 census. NOTE: 
Louisa’s half-brother Henry BAAS had a son Henry Jr b. 
1840. He may have worked for Christian BOSS in the late 
1860s but he was only 10 years old in 1850. 



 

NAME OCC ADDRESS NOTES 

 

1834 

Adam BOSS 

Harriet BOSS, widow 

No Schneiders 

No BAAS or BASS 

Laborer 

Nothing 

N. Liberties 

Sisson’s alley bet. Vince & Race 

Adam is the name of Louisa BOSS’s fa-
ther according to her brother’s cemetery 
card. 

Harriet Boss is from VA in 1839. 

 

 

1839 

Mrs. Harriet BOSS 

Robert BOSS 

Henry BOSS 

John BOSSE 

Henry BOSSE 

John BASS 

No Phillip Schneider 

 

River Pilot 

Coffee H. 

Cab. Mkr 

Cooper 

(Adam BOSS probably moved to Rip-
ley Co. IND with son Henry abt 1838.) 
 
Opp Washinton Breweries 
 

Bds Main b. 6th & 7th 
 

Bds Walnut b. F & Columbus 
 
 
But Phillip’s first child b. 1838, OH 

Harriet and Robt are from VA. Not in our 
family but likely related to each other. 

Henry (1), from Bavaria, may be Louisa’s 
half-brother. 

John is from Germany. 

Henry (2) is from Germany. 

John BASS is from Ireland. 

Two Phillip Schneiders on 1840 census. 

 

 

1843 

Harriet BOSS 

Hermann BOSSE 

Wm BOSSE 

Bernard BOSSE 

Phillip SCHNEIDER 

Phillip SCHNEIDER 

 

No BAAS or BASS 

Seamstress 

Laborer    

Laborer   

Carpenter                             

Brewer 

Laborer 

Lodge b. 5th & 6th 

Cherry Alley 

Clay b. 13th & Allison 

Providence b. Mason & Everett 

Front b. Parsons & Congress 

Front b. Parsons & Congress 

She’s not ours (from VA) 

Related to Harriet? 

Related to Harriet? 

There are two Phillips living very near 
each other. They might be related. There 
are two Phillip SCHNEIDERS on the 1840 
census in Cinci too, abt 180 households 
apart. On the 1850 census, there is one 
Phillip in Cinci (not ours) and two in 
Campbell Co KY, one of which is ours. 

 

 

1846 

Christian BOSS 

George A. BOSS 

Bernard BOSSE 

Francis BOSSE 

Herman BOSSE 

Wm. BOSSE 

Phillip SCHNEIDER 

Bar Keeper 

Tailor 

Carpenter 

Laborer 

Carpenter 

Laborer 

Moulder 

3rd Ward House (by George A. & Phillip) 

N. s. Front near Rolling Mill 

E. s. John near Liberty 

S. s. Abigail b. Sycamore & Bdwy 

S. s. Abigail b. Sycamore & Bdwy 

E. s. Walnut b. 13th & Allison 

N. s. Front ab Lytle 

Christian is Louisa’s full-brother. 

George A. is Louisa’s full-brother. 

All 4 of the BOSSE men are probably 
from a different family. 

This is likely our Phillip. Although he 
bought 50 acres in Campbell KY in 1842, 
his daughter Phoebe was born in OH in 
1846. By 1850, he is across the river in 
Campbell, KY, counted on the census. 

 

 

1849 

Alexander BOSS 

Christian BOSS 

Henry BOSSE 

J.H. BOSSE 

 

Wm. BOSSE 

No Phillip Schneider 

Pilot 

Grocery 

Furniture 

Furniture 

 

Laborer 

N. s. Richmond b. Fulton & Cutter 

N. s. L. Market b. Sycamore & Brdwy 

E. s. Rittenhouse 

S. s. 5th b. Walnut & Vine, bds S. s. 
Woodward b. Main & Sycamore 

S. s. Peet b. Main & Walnut 

Phillip is in Newport KY by 1847 

Alexander is unknown. 

Christian is Louisa’s full-brother. 

Unknown if this Henry is the same as 
Henry (2) in 1839. Germans might switch 
between first and middle names but tend-
ed to use middle names more often. 

J.H. BOSSE could be Herman from 1846. 

George A. BOSS is likely in the army. 

 

 

1851 

Christian BOSS 

Henry BOSSE 

John H. BOSSE 

Phillip SNIDER 

Frederick BAAS 

Grocer 

Furniture 

Nothing 

 

Moulder 

72 L. Market 

NCC Gane & Miller 

Lives N.s. 5th below Park 

W.s. Bremen. Green & Liberty 

Powells foundry 

Christian is Louisa’s brother. Brother 
George A. is next to Louisa in KY in 1850. 

Henry BOSSE is co-owner of a furniture 
shop with John Ellerman, 1849-51+ 

This Phillip Snider isn’t ours. Our Phillip 
and Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER are in 
Camplell Co KY (across the river) in 
1850. They’ll be in Franklin Co, IND be-
fore 1858. 

Early BOSS and SCHNEIDER in the Cincinnati City Directory 



 
 

 

 

Part Three 

 

Louisa & Phillip 

in Cincinnati 



Phillip and Louisa’s Boss SCHNEIDER’s early years in Cinci  

Text from the 1834 Cinci City Directory, about 1 year after 
the arrival of Louisa BOSS Schneider. According to the directo-
ry, there was a serious cholera outbreak in Cinci 1833, which 
may have taken Louisa’s mother, Anna Maria LANG. On the 
1840 census (next page), Phillip and Louisa are living in Cinci’s 
3rd Ward. We know their exact address from the 1843 City 
Directory. The 3rd ward is shaded purple & runs along the 
river in the SE part of the 1842 map below. 

Where they lived according to addresses given in the Cinci City Directory. Map was made 1842: 
1. Adam BOSS in 1834.  2. Henry BOSS in 1839.  3. Phillip SCHNEIDER  in 1843.  4. Phillip SCHNEIDER in 1846.                
5. George A BOSS in 1846.  6. Christian BOSS in 1846.  All were gone from the 3rd Ward by 1849. 

5 
4 

3 
2 

1 

6 

Starting 1855 
(until his retire-
ment in 1907) 
Christian BOSS 
owned and ran a 
brewery at this 
location. 



1838 Map of Cincinnati, highlighting the 3rd Ward 
 the year Phillip & Louisa’s first child, Louisa SCHNEIDER, was born. 

Location of St. Peter’s Church in 1838, where 
several Schneider children were baptized. 



Phillip SCHNEIDER appears with his young family, below. At least, this is probably our Schneider family. Ac-
cording to the city directory, this is the same 3rd Ward where Louisa’s half-brother Henry BOSS lived in 1839 
and her full-brothers Christian and George A. BOSS lived in 1846 (see map previous page). Phillip and Louisa 
are both b. 1811-20 which matches other records. Their first daughter Louisa (Jr) b. 1838 is listed. Their first 
son Christian b. 1840 is listed too. There is an extra male with them b. 1811-20 ( 20-29 yrs old, same as Phil-
lip) and an extra female b. 1826-30 (10-14 yrs old). Their identities aren’t known. Louisa had a full-sister, Eliz-
abeth Charlotte BOSS born 1826 so the extra female might be her. Louisa’s brothers Christian and George A. 
BOSS would have been 17-19 yrs old in 1840 and maybe the extra male is one of them, but the age is off by 1
-3 years. 120 households away from Phillip is Henry BRINKMAN, nearby in Ward 3. A Henry BRINKMAN ap-
pears living right next to Phillip & Louisa on the 1882 Ripley Co. landholder’s map, several pages ahead in this 
book, and a Brinkman executed Phillip’s will in 1894, but we don’t know if it is the same Brinkman family. 

Phillip & Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER, 1840 Census, Cinci’s 3rd Ward 

Son Christian b. 1840 

Phillip Schneider b. 1814 
possibly with brother-in-
law Christian b. 1822 or 
George A. BOSS b. 1821 Possibly Louisa’s full-sister, Elizabeth 

Charlotte BOSS (m. AUER in 1846) 

Dau. Louisa Jr, b. 1838 

Louisa Boss Schneider b. 1818 

1838 Image  
 

This appears to  
looking east from 
the Public Land-
ing toward the 
3rd ward, which 
hugged the river-
front. 
 
If so, this is exact-
ly where Phillip 
S., Louisa, Chris-
tian, Henry and 
George A. BAAS/
BOSS lived and it 
was painted at 
the time they 
lived there. 

 

Die Hafenstraße am Ohio River in Cincinnati. 
Street at the harbour at the Ohio River in Cin-

cinnati, scanned from a german book. Source= 
Josef Motschmann: 'Altenkunstadt - Heimat 

zwischen Kordigas. -Wikicommons. 



The Cincinnati Race Riots of 1841 
 
The Cincinnati Riots of 1841 occurred after a long drought created unemployment. Over several days in September 
1841, unemployed whites attacked free-black residents, who fought back. Many blacks were rounded up, held behind 
a cordon and then moved to the jail, according to the police for their own protection. 
 

By 1840, Cincinnati had grown from a frontier settlement to the 6th largest city in the US. It was a crowded city of 
contrasts, with prosperous neighborhoods and squalid slums inhabited by new immigrants from Europe and black 
migrants from the South. 
 

Many of the businessmen who controlled the city were interested in good relationships with southern states and 
were hostile to abolitionists and blacks. Although Ohio was a free state, the constitution denied blacks the vote, and 
the Black Laws imposed further restrictions. Black children were 
denied public education, but black property owners had to pay 
taxes to support the schools. Black migrants had to register and 
provide surety. A black could not serve on a jury, testify in legal 
cases involving a white person, or serve in the militia. 
 

But many blacks settled in the city because of economic opportuni-
ties, as they could find jobs on the steamboats and associated jobs 
on the riverfront. The black population grew from 690 in 1826 to 
an official count of 2,240 out of a total of 44,000 citizens by 1840. 
The white population was 40% foreign-born. Especially the Irish 
competed with blacks for work and there was a shortage of hous-
ing. But many free blacks had gained skilled jobs as craftsmen or 
tradesmen, earning good wages. Many owned property. 
  

On 1 August 1841, black leaders held ceremonies to commemo-
rate the British Slavery Abolition Act of 1833. Their celebration was 
viewed with hostility by many whites. That month the city experi-
enced a drought and heat wave that caused the Ohio River to drop 
to the lowest waterline yet recorded, putting many men out of 
work who were dependent on river traffic. 
 

Tensions mounted, with scuffles between whites and blacks in their crowded neighborhoods. Due to the drought, 
work along the riverfront declined because the river was low. Some Irishmen started a fight with some Blacks. A mob 
of white men armed with clubs attacked the occupants of a Negro boarding house. The brawl spread to involve the 
occupants of neighboring houses and lasted for about an hour. Although several people were wounded on both sides, 
no one reported the incident to the police and no arrests were made. Soon after, another attack took place in which 
two white youths were badly injured with knives. Bands of angry whites roamed the city. An eyewitness said blacks 
were "assaulted wherever found in the streets, and with such weapons and violence as to cause death."  
 
 

There were rumors that more serious disturbances were planned. The Cincinnati Daily Gazette, which published a full 
report of the riots, claimed there weren’t any special police precautions to prevent trouble. According to John Mercer 
Langston, then twelve and later an educator and politician, the black elders armed themselves with guns and planned 
their defense against attack. They elected Major J. Wilkerson, a mulatto, as their leader. Wilkerson had been born a 
slave in Virginia in 1813 and had purchased his freedom. He had become an elder of the AME Church in Cincinnati; the 
denomination was established in 1819 as the first independent black church in the United States. 
 

Langston later wrote about Wilkerson as a "champion of his people's cause." Wilkerson moved the women and chil-
dren to safe places and then deployed the men in defensive positions on roofs, in alleys and behind buildings.  
 

An armed mob organized by people from Kentucky assembled at the 5th Street Market, carrying clubs and stones. 
They marched toward Broadway and 6th, where they wrecked a black-owned confectionery house on Broadway, next 
to Sycamore. The crowd grew, and ignored calls from local officials, including the mayor, to disperse. Advancing to 
attack the black neighborhood, the mob was met with gunfire and retreated. 
 

In several further attacks, people on both sides were wounded and some reported killed. Around one in the morning,  
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View of Cincinnati OH in 1841 looking south from hills to the north. 
In the foreground is the Miami and Erie Canal, which headed 
north. In the distance is the Ohio River, providing access to New 
Orleans and St. Louis, and beyond the river, Kentucky. Cincinnati 
was not yet connected by rail to other U.S. Cities. 

John P. HARN’s note: 
 

This same method of persecution, 
(forced payment of a surety bond) 
also happened to the 4 Ohio Harn 

boys likely ancestor, Daniel HEARN of 
Elkridge, MD. His offense was being 

Catholic in Protestant Maryland in 
the 1750s during a time of religious 

warfare in England and prolonged 
war between Protestant England and 

Catholic France in N. America. 
  

 
continued... 
 
a group of whites brought up an iron six-pounder cannon from near the river, which they loaded with boiler punch-
ings and pointed it down Sixth street from Broadway. By this time many of the blacks had fled, but fighting continued, 
and the cannon was fired several times.  
 

About  2AM militiamen arrived and managed to end the fighting. The soldiers threw a cordon around several blocks of 
the black neighborhood, holding those within captive. The militia also rounded up other blacks in the city and 
marched them to the cordoned-off area, where they were held captive until they paid bond.  
 

Mayor Davies called a public meeting at the Court House to discuss how to prevent further violence. The meeting re-
solved to find and arrest the blacks who had injured the two white boys. The group blamed the black community for 
the violence. While strongly condemning abolitionists, the mayor's group vowed not to tolerate mob violence. The 
authorities promised to take action to drive out undesirable blacks from the city, saying they would enforce the Black 
Laws of 1807 and the Fugitive Slave Act of 1793. The officials gave the black community a choice. They could pay a 
security bond to guarantee their good behavior, or they could leave the city.  
 

Black leaders met in Bethel AME church and made assurances to the mayor that they would remain calm, suppress 
violations of law and order, and refrain from bearing arms. At a special session of the City Council, measures were 
passed to enlist ordinary citizens, officers, watchmen and firemen to help preserve the peace, authorizing the mayor 
to increase the number of his deputies up to five hundred, and calling for the county militia to be deployed. 
 

The militia and temporary policemen, all white, deployed throughout the city with orders to arrest every black man 
they found. Some of the blacks had fled the city to Walnut Hills to the north and others went into hiding. About 300 
were rounded up and thrown into jail. A white mob followed the prisoners to jail, taunting them, and extra guards 
had to be brought in. According to the newspapers, Kentuckians were free to visit the jail to look for runaway slaves. 
 

Despite the resolutions and actions, city officials learned that the mob planned to resume attacks  after nightfall. The 
Mayor deployed peacekeeping forces including the military, firemen, deputized citizens, a troop of horse, and several 
companies of voluntary infantry. 
 

The white mob organized and divided to attack at different points in the city. They broke into the building that held 
the press of the Philanthropist, breaking up the press and carrying it to the river, where they threw it into the water. 
They broke into and wrecked several black-owned houses, shops and a church before they finally dispersed around 
dawn. The authorities arrested and took into custody about forty of the mob.  
 

The editor of the Cincinnati Daily Gazette said that the riot could have been checked in its early phases: "A deter-
mined corps of fifty or one hundred men would have dispersed the crowd." According to Langston, the mob's rioting 
was "the blackest and most detestable moment in Cincinnati's history." In reaction to destruction caused by the riots, 
the black community established several self-help organizations, including the United Colored Association, Sons of 
Enterprise, and Sons of Liberty. The anti-slavery author Harriet Beecher Stowe lived in Cincinnati at the time and was 
strongly influenced by accounts of violence she heard from refugees leaving the riot area. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Cincinnati-in-1841.jpg
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_W._Davies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fugitive_Slave_Act_of_1793
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walnut_Hills,_Cincinnati
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harriet_Beecher_Stowe
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(A) foot of 
Walnut Street 
  

(B) Bldgs known 
as “Sausage 
Row” due to 
pork packing. 
  

(C) Public Land-
ing at Main St. 
  

(D) Area many 
unskilled Ger-
man workers 
lived. 

Cinci Waterfront, photographed in 4 pieces in 1848 from Newport, KY, abt 11 years after 

the marriage of Phillip Schneider and Louise Boss. In 1848, they were across the river in KY, several miles SE 
of where this photo was taken but they knew the city very well. They lived in Cinci about 1835-44. 
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A B C D 

(A) 2nd Presby-
terian Church 
between Vine & 
Race Streets 

  

(B) Cassilly’s 
Row 

  

A B 

(A) Foot of Lud-
low St. 
  
(B) Christ Church 
  

A B 

(A) Lawrence 
Street, which no 
longer runs all 
the way to the 
river. In the 
1840s, our 
Schneiders and 
Bosses lived a 
few blocks fur-
ther along the 
river to the 
right, not visible 
in these images. 
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Part Four 

 

Louisa & Phillip 

In Kentucky & 

Indiana 



         Four Mile creek, where Phillip & Louisa lived and farmed     
         abt. 1844-55 

In 1850, Phillip and Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER are farming 50 acres along 
Four Mile Creek in the 2nd district of Campbell Co. KY 

Campbell Co KY Population Swings 
 
1830 9,800 people 
1840 5,200 people, a decrease of 47% 
1850 13,124 people, an increase of 151% 
1860 20,909 people, an increase of 60% 
 

Some of these changes were due to redrawing of 
county lines. When it comes to their farm, it ap-
pears Phillip and Louisa bought low and sold high. 
They kept their land 8-10 years and sold for twice 
the price they bought for. Although that may have 
been common in those boom years. 

1850 Census showing Phillip SCHNEIDER, Lousia BOSS and 6 of their children in 2nd Dist. of 
Campbell Co, KY 
 

Their children’s ages show they moved to KY from Cinci abt 1847 alhough they had bought the land there in 1842. 
Louisa’s father, Adam BAAS died in Ripley Co. IN 2 weeks prior to this record. In 8 years, daughter Louisa Jr. will marry 
Louis KORB Jr. in Ripley Co, IN. In 10 years son Christian will be living with his uncle (our Louisa’s brother) Christian 
BOSS in Cinci working as a Jr. Brewer. Also in 10 years, Phillip & Louisa’s last child, Henry Benjamin, will be born in IN. In 
16 years, daughter Catherine will marry John GLADWISH (2) in Ripley Co, IN.  In 1850 there are two other Snyders 120 
households away: 1) Joseph SNYDER, b. 1799 Germany, is with wife Catherine also b. 1799 Germany. They are likely 
living w/ a daughter Catherine & son-in-law George Smith. 2) Evary SNYDER b. 1795 Germany, single, maybe living with 

daughter Catherine  
and son-in-law Wm. 
SHRACK, b. Germany. 
We don’t know if these 
Snyders are related to 
our Phillip but they 
may live only 2-3 miles 
from him. Louisa’s 
brother, George A. 
BOSS lives 4 house-
holds away with his 1st 
wife Evaline SUTTON, 
in the household of 
Evaline’s parents, John 
Sutton and Margaret 
Herbert. George is a 
merchant. He may have 
just finished soldiering 
in the Mex American 
War 1846-48. Their 
child, Marg L. BOSS was 
born 1851. Phillip owned 
land so it’s likely Phillip & 
Louisa went to KY first, & 
George A. joined later. 



1851 

1860 Census, Phillip and Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER in Butler Township of 
Franklin Co, IN. The map is from 1882. 

         Franklin Co. with Butler Twnshp highlighted. 

1860 Census  (below) showing Phillip & Louisa SCHNEIDER with 
their family in Butler Twnshp, Franklin Co, IND. Dau Catherine is 
18. She will marry John GLADWISH (2) in 1866. Son Christian 
lives with Christian BOSS in Cinci (see next page). Daughter 
Louisa Jr. m. Louis KORB in 1858 and lives nearby. Phil & Louisa’s 
youngest daughter Mary Catherine (1 yr old), is shown in the 
household of Wm & Cath. Englehoff, a few doors away. They 
might be kin… or just babysitting (see next page). 40 yrs later, 
little Mary, widowed, lives with widowed mom Louisa in Cinci in 
1900. Phillip & Louisa’s last child (of 14), Henry Benjamin, was b. 
5 weeks after this census was taken. 
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On the 1860 Census, Phillip and Louisa SCHNEIDER appear with their family in Butler Twnshp, Franklin Co, 
IND. They moved there from Campbell Co, KY, across the river from Cincinnati, 1856. Louisa had a habit, 
before and after 1860, of living near close relatives, usually siblings. So...is she near a relative in Butler Co. 
in 1860 too? The location of their 80-acre land purchase in 1856 is in the blue circle, below. We know her 
sister and brother lived a few miles south in Ripley Co, IN. Phillip & Louisa sold their land to Quirin VOLZ in 
1864 and it was still owned by VOLZ family members in 1882, when the map below was made. Some imme-
diate neighbors who appear on the 1860 census are also shown on this 1882 map below, underlined in 
red: SHOMBER, SINZ, ERTEL, ENGLEHOFF, BECKER, WICKERMEYER, VOLTZ, HORSTMAN, HAGERMAN. The 
map was made 22 years after the 1860 census record so we shouldn’t expect a perfect match. The Schnei-
ders moved a few miles south to Ripley Co in 1864, during the height of the Civil War. Since census takers 
usually traveled from household to household, the census usually shows who lived next to whom. SINZ 
(Zins) & SHOMBER are their most immediate neighbors on the 1860 census, and they’re still there in 1882 
(below). In 1860, daughter Mary Schneider (1 year old) is counted with the family of Wm. & Cath. 
ENGLEHOFF who lived 4 households away. We don’t know if the Englehoffs were kin, or just neighbors. 
Note the presence of other SCHNEIDER and LANG families nearby (underlined in blue). We don’t know if 
the Schneiders are related to Phillip or if the Langs are related to Louisa, who’s mother was Maria LANG. 

Where exactly did Phillip and Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER live in Butler 
Township, Franklin Co, IN in 1860?  The map is from 1882. 



Christian Schneider in 1860, oldest son of Phillip & Louisa Boss Schneider 

1860 Census, (below) C. Snyder, 20 yrs old, no occupation given, is counted in the household of Christian 
BOSS (Louisa’s brother). This is likely Christian SCHNEIDER (Louisa and Phillip’s son). Christian Boss is 
shown as a brewer.  Christian SCHNEIDER is later 
counted as a brewer on the 1870 & 1880 census, 
married to Mary with children. He died in 1889. 

Christian Schneider, brewer, appears in the 1871 
Cinci City Directory (R) living at 683 Race St. 



1870 Census, Phillip & Louisa BOSS SCHNEIDER                                         
Adams Township Ripley Co, IN 

1870 census showing 
Katherine SCHNEIDER’s 
parents, Phillip & 
Louisa, her siblings and 
her daughter Anna liv-
ing near Pennsylvani-
aburg (Penntown), Rip-
ley Co IN. Katherine 
married John 
GLADWISH (2) 4 years 
earlier and moved to 
Cinci 1870. Anna’s age 
matches her cemetery 
record. Katherine’s 
brother George, who 
gives a deposition dur-
ing Katherine’s petition 
for a military pension 
after John (2)’s death, 
is 16 years old. Phillip & 
Louise were born in 
Prussia. 
 
 

 
 

They live directly next 
to Louisa’s half-sister 
Sophia Bass HUBER. 
The 1882 landowner’s 
map, next page, proves 
they were neighbors. 
 

Dau. Catherine was 
living in Cinci at the 
time of this census with 
her own family.  In 
1875, John and Cathe-
rine Gladwish live at 25 
Woodward in Cinci. In 
1877 at 56 Abagail 
street. Both locations 
are within 1-2 blocks of 
Christian BOSS’ brew-
ery where John G. 
worked as a wagon 
driver (see following 
page). John Gladwish 
worked in a saloon in 
1877. Christian BOSS is 
Catherine Schneider’s 
paternal uncle. 



Name: Adam Huber 

Birth Year: abt 1815 

Arrival Year: 1839 

Arrival Place: New Orleans, LA 

Age: 24 

Source Code: 778.5 

Primary Immigrant: Huber, Adam 

More on Adam HUBER Sr, b. 1816 Bavaria d. 1909 Ripley Co, IN          
2nd husband of Sophia BASS and brother-in-law of both Louisa BOSS Schneider 
and Henry BASS 

ABOVE: Biography of Christian BOSS (half-brother 
to Sophia Baas HUBER and full brother to our 
Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER) from American Brewers 
Review, 1908. Christian B. was a brother-in law of 
Adam HUBER. Both were from Bavaria and both 
immigrated through New Orleans, Christian B. abt. 
1833 and Adam H. abt. 1838. Zero HUBERs appear 
in Ripley & bordering counties, IN on the 1830 
census, by 1840, there are 6..  RIGHT: Death cert 
for our Adam HUBER Sr. b. 1816. He died of acci-
dental drowning 1909, outliving wife Sophia BAAS 
by 13 yrs. Adam Huber Jr. was the informant. He 
didn’t know the name of his father’s mother. 

According to Adam HUBER’s 1900 census, he immigrated in 1838. 
But he does not appear in the 1839, 43 or 46 Cinci City Directories, 
suggesting (but not at all proving) he went directly to Ripley Co with-
out first staying in Cinci. If true, who was there to meet him? Family 
and  neighbors from Bavaria? Henry BAAS was in Ripley by 1840. Be-
low is a record from Ancestry.com showing an Adam HUBER’s immi-
gration details which closely match our Adam’s. No ship manifest is 
available so we can’t see who traveled with him. 

Adam HUBER was Sophia BAAS’ 2nd husband. She first married John KRUMMEL, who died before 1844. Sophia BASS‘s 
children by her first husband were: Christian John KRUMMEL b. 1837 OH d. 1917 (he owns land adjoining Adam HUBER’s 
land in 1882). Jacob KRUMMEL b. 1839 IN d. 1884.  Kathryn KRUMMEL, m. Jenner b. 1842 IN d. 1917.  Sophia BAAS m. 
Adam HUBER in Feb, 1844. Children of Sophia and Adam HUBER were: Louisa HUBER b. 1844 IN. Catherine HUBER b. 
1847. Margaret HUBER b. 1851. Adam HUBER b. 1854. 

According to these birth years and places, it is likely Sophia (our Louisa’s sister) lived with her first husband, John 
Krummel, in OH abt 1836-1838.  Maybe in Cinci? But there are no Krummels or Crummels in the 1834 or 1839 Cinci City 
Directories or on the 1840 Cinci census. Sophia BASS Krummel and her family should show up in Indiana on the 1840 cen-
sus, but do not. Sophia was born 1811 and died 1896. 



Phillip and Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER’s whereabouts in Adams Township 
Ripley Co, IN, 1864-1893 
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1882 map of N-central Adams Twnshp in Ripley Co, IND, near the border of Franklin Co. 

The 1882 map below shows the exact location of the 80 acres 
they bought in 1864 & sold in 1893. Louisa’s half-sister, Sophia 
BAAS Huber and her husband Adam Huber live and farm direct-
ly next door. Lewis KORB's land is toward the top of the image. 
Louisa Schneider Jr. (dau. of Phillip & Louisa) m. Louis KORB Jr. 
in 1858 and they appear in Ripley Co on the 1860 census. Fred 
Gauk may be the father of the Michael Gauk who bought Phillip 
& Louisa's land in 1893, a year before Phillip died. In 1866 Cath-
erine Schneider, dau of Phillip & Louisa, married John Gladwish 
(2) in Ripley Co. On the 1870 census John Gladwish (1) the fa-
ther of John Gladwish (2) lives directly next to John DOLL. Note 
John DOLL to the left of Phillip and Louisa on the map below. 
That is likely where Kate’s parents-in-law John GLADWISH (1) 
and Mary Ann PHILLIPS lived when Catherine Schneider mar-
ried their only child, John Gladwish (2). Gladwish didn't own 
land so he isn’t on the map but the blue circle shows his loca-
tion. The map also shows the land where Henry BAAS (our 
Louisa’s brother) lived and farmed for decades as “Heirs of Hen-
ry Baas”. He died in 1870 and it appears his heirs hadn’t divided 
up his land in the 12 years between his death and the making of 
this map. Jacob F. Brinkman was named executor of Phillip 
Schneider’s will in 1894. He’s the son of Henry Brinkman. Henry 
BAAS (Louisa’s brother), Sophia BAAS Huber (Louisa’s sister) 
and Phillip SCHNEIDER are buried at St. John’s Church, Penn-
town, about 2 or 3 miles SE of this map. Adams Township is lo-
cated in the NE part of  Ripley Co. 

In 1830, the population of Ripley 
Co. was 3,500. In 1840, it was 
10,500. In 1850, it was 15,000,          

a 420% increase in 20 years. 



1880 Census, Phillip and Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER still in Adams Township, Ripley, IN 

On the 1880 Census Phillip and Louisa SCHNEIDER are still living in Adams Twnshp, Ripley Co. IN. Their two 
youngest children, Mary Catherine (21) and Henry Benjamin (19), are still at home for another few years. Since 
they didn’t sell their land until 1893, they are in the same location as in 1870. Note they are not neighbors of So-
phia Bass & Adam Huber in 1880 (see following page). Fifteen households away are Aloyious LANG b. 1818 in Ba-
den and his wife Catherine b. 1816 Switzerland. There is also a Maria LANG b. 1814 in Baden living 120 house-
holds away. She lives with her son, Bernard LANG so “Lang” is probably this Maria’s married surname. Baden was 
largely bordered by Bavaria. Nothing yet connects these LANGS to our family except their surname. Eight house-
holds away lives Michael GAUK, 10 yrs old (a Michael Gauk buys Phillip and Louisa’s land 13 years later). There are 
also two adopted children in Phillip and Louisa’s household: Anna Schneider (17) and Henry Sunman (6) (see next 
page). By the time of this 1880 census, daughter Catherine had been in Cinci for 10 years and she and her hus-
band, John Gladwish (2), had 3 children: Louisa, John Frederick and Christian Gladwish. After they moved to Cinci, 
John Gladwish (2) worked as a wagon driver for his uncle-in-law, Christian BOSS, the brewer. Phillip cannot read or 
write but Louisa can. This matches other records. 
 
 

Daughter Mary, living at home and 21 years old in 1880, 
may be shown as divorced, although the “D” is in the 
wrong column. If correct, she remarried to (unkn) SMITH 
and moved to Cinci by about 1884, based on the birth 
years and locations of her children on the 1900 census, 
where she appears as a widow. 

See next page for an explanation of the two 
adopted children living in Phillip and Louisa’s 
household in 1880. 
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The story of Amelia OETH  (1854-1916) 
mother of Henry SUNMAN and wife of Phillip & Louisa’s son, Edward SCHNEIDER. 
 

Amelia OETH, born 1854, appears in Ripley Co, IN on the 1860 census with her parents Catherine & Peter 
Oeth and 3 siblings. Phillip & Louisa are a few miles north in Franklin, Co. Amelia’s father is a shoemaker. He 
dies in 1867. By the 1870 census, Amelia’s mother Catherine has remarried to David Spindle and her family, 
including Amelia, lives in the Spindle household in Butler Twnshp, Franklin Co, where two doors away is the 
family of Richard SUNMAN Sr. His son Richard SUNMAN Jr. is 18 and lives at home. Three years after the 
1870 census, Amelia, now 18, and her neighbor Richard SUNMAN Jr, now 21, have a child together: Henry 
SUNMAN b. 1873, Franklin Co, IN. Because the 1890 census was lost in fire, we don’t know where Henry 
lived between the 1880 census (w/ Phillip & Louisa) and the 1900 census (w/ his grandmother in Franklin Co 
IN). On the 1900 census, Henry SUNMAN & wife Ethel live with Amelia’s mother Catherine (surname illegi-
ble). Henry’s father’s family, the SUNMANs, sold their land in Franklin Co 1771-1879 and appear in Ripley 
Co, 36 households from Phillip & Louisa on the 1880 census. Richard SUNMAN Jr, now 28, isn’t with him. 
 

In 1878, five years after giving birth to Henry, and two years before the 1880 census, Amelia OETH marries 
Edward SCHNEIDER. They move to Cinci and have 8 children. So 1878 might be the year Henry Sunman 
starts living with Phillip & Louisa. On the 1900 census, Amelia, now the widow of Edward Schneider, is in 
Cinci. She has a total of 9 children (1 with Richard SUNMAN and 8 with Edward SCHNEIDER), 7 of whom are 
still living in 1900. Henry is likely counted in the total. We don’t know why Henry SUNMAN ended up in the 
household of Phillip & Louisa Schneider in 1880 and not with his father’s family, especially since he was not 
related to the Schneiders. But he was a Schneider “in-law” of sorts, based on his mother’s marriage to Ed 
Schneider. In 1880, Anna’s surname is “Schneider” but Henry’s is “Sunman” because he wasn’t a Schneider.  

Anna Schneider and Henry Sunman                                                    
adopted children of Phillip and Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER on the 1880 census 

Anna SCHNEIDER 

Mother:    Catherine SCHNEIDER (daughter of Phillip & Louisa). 

Father:      Thomas HERMAN of Ripley Co, IN. Thomas acknowledged Anna but didn’t raise her. 

Born:         1863. Her parents weren't married. 

Married:   Charles F. SCHLETER Jr in Cinci, abt 1885. 

Children:   Charles W. SCHLETER b. July 1886 in Cinci. 

                   Eleanor b. April 3, 1891, m. Joseph GILL, d. Sept 20, 1983. 

Died:          Feb 26, 1895 of TB, 32 yrs old. Buried Spring Grove Cem, Cinci. 

Henry R. SUNMAN 

Mother:    Amelia OETH b. Nov 1854. His mother was 18 when he was born. She later married Edw.             
       Schneider, son of Phillip & Louisa abt 1879. 

Father:      Richard SUNMAN of IN (according to Henry’s death cert). 

Born:         Nov 6, 1873, Franklin Co IN. His parents weren’t married.  

Married:   Ethel J. HANNA in Brookville IN, Feb 27, 1900.  Divorced Oct 16, 1918 in Michigan. 

Children:   None. 

Died:          Dec 18, 1941, 68 yrs, Fayette Co, IN. Buried Maple Grove, Cem, Brookville, IN. 



The peculiar 1880 Census for Sophia Bass HUBER (Louisa’s sister) and Margaret 
R. BASS (Henry BAAS’s widow) in Adams Township, Ripley Co, IN               
                                                                                                       ...continued next page. 

See next page for an exploration of the 
whereabouts of Sophia Baas Huber and Mar-
garet R. Baas in 1880. 
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On the 1880 Census (previous page) Adam & Sophia BAAS HUBER are living directly next to, or with, Margaret 
Rybolt BAAS, the widow of Sophia’s (and our Louisa’s) brother Henry BAAS. Both families have their children 
with them, suggesting, but not proving, they actually lived where they were counted, rather than just visiting 
when the census taker came through. Some of their immediate neighbors on the 1880 census are also shown on 
the 1882 map below, underlined in red: Nicholas BENNETT, Mathias SCHNEIDER, Elizabeth SCHNEIDER, John 
FOLLICK, J. APPLANALP, E. SUNMAN, Wm & Ruth AHRENS, confirming their location in 1880, marked by a blue 
circle. Since the two documents are only 2 years apart, we can mark the location of our HUBER and BAAS fami-
lies in 1880, even though they don’t appear on the map because they didn’t own land there. Ten years earlier, 
In 1870, these Huber & Baas families appear next to Phillip and Louisa SCHNEIDER (see previous pages) on land 
they owned and continued to own in 1880. Henry BAAS died a week after the 1870 census was taken and this 
may have triggered a move to the Sunman area for an unknown reason. Or the two families could have been 
there temporarily. It’s possible their presence could be due to the nearby location of some unknown family 
member, or they may be in the area for seasonal agricultural reasons. 

Mapping the whereabouts of Adam & Sophia BAAS HUBER, & Margaret 

Rybolt BAAS, widow of Henry BASS, in 1880, Adams Township, Ripley Co, IN.  

Why did the HUBER and BAAS families move from their 1870 location near Phillip & Louisa SCHNEIDER? Did it 
have to do with the death of Henry BAAS in 1870? And is it just coincidence they are living two households away 
according to the 1880 census- to unplaced SCHNEIDERs? It makes sense that Adam & Sophia Bass HUBER would 
live near Henry BAAS’ widow, Margaret Rybolt BASS. But why are they living several miles from both families’ 
land holdings, which border the land owned by Phillip and Louisa Boss SCHNIEDER? A preliminary search of their 
neighbors (above) to see if one of Henry & Marg Rybolt BASS’ or Adam & Sophia Boss HUBER’s daughters were 
married and living nearby with a different surname turned up nothing. The explanation might be tied to the five 
adopted children (total, between the two of them) in their households on the 1880 census (see previous page). 



Adams Township, Ripley County, Indiana 

This is the area where Adam BAAS moved with kids Henry & Sophia BAAS (and others) 1838-39 & where 
Adam died 1850. It’s where Henry appeared on the 1840 census & lived until his death in 1870. It’s where 
John GLADWISH lived 1863 on-
ward & where Phillip & Louisa 
BAAS SCHNEIDER lived 1864-93 
The miniscule town of Spades 
is a couple miles SW of the 
very small town of Penntown. 

(L) John Peter BAAS 
b. 1851 
(R) Frederick Henry BAAS 
B. 1863 
They are children of Henry 
and Marg. Reibold BAAS & 
nephews to our Louisa 
BAAS Schneider.  
                   
                   Portraits sent                  
                       by J.D. Smith. 
                       Photos by   
                       John P. Harn. 



John P. HARN, compiler of the booklet, visited the Ripley Co. IN Historical Society in Versailles, IN in 2016 to 

search for land deeds and marriage records in the name of any of Phillip & Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER’s chil-

dren. Only two marriage records exist in Indiana:  Louisa Schneider Jr. (oldest child) married Lewis Korb in 

1858 in neighboring Franklin Co, IN and Catherine Schneider (3rd oldest child) married John Gladwish (2) in 

Ripley Co, IN in 1866. No deeds were found. It appears none of the Schneider children stayed in IN although 

it is possible one of their “missing” girls married, took a new surname and disappeared into the community, 

but we have no evidence of that. It makes sense the children would go to the big, nearby, booming city of 

Cincinnati with it’s economic opportunities and growing population. Phillip & Louisa had 80 acres in IN. That 

might have been enough to support one of their children’s family, but what about the others? They had 9 

children who survived to adulthood. In the end, Phillip & Louisa’s land was sold to provide for Louisa’s re-

tirement. She lived 13 years longer than he. None of their children stayed in Indiana and neither did Louisa. 

According to the information in this booklet (and it’s not all correct), Phillip and Louisa had 14 kids and 45 

grandkids: 24 girls and 21 boys. There may have been a couple more grandkids, not yet found. Of the boys, 

we know of 1 named Phillip. Of the girls, 6 were named Louisa. It seems fitting that most of their kids and 

grandkids would end up in Cinci, the place Phillip and Louisa got their start. 

Of all the characters in this story, Phillip Schneider is the one we know least about. He was likely illiterate 

and never rich, which usually means fewer records. We don’t know who his parents or siblings were.  We 

don’t know what year he immigrated or when he married Louisa. We assume he knew the BAAS family in 

Germany but we’re not sure. We pick up his trail on the Cinci riverfront in the late 1830s when he was in his 

early-mid 20s. Someone reading this book might have their autosomal DNA in one of the commercial gene-

alogy databases like AncestryDNA, FTDNA or 23&ME. The answer to Phillips identity might be found there. 

All the Schneider kids moved away...  



 
 

 

 

Part Five 

 

The Children of 

Louisa & Phillip 



 

Whereabouts of our SCHNEIDER family 1840-1900 
  

  1840 Census 1850 Census 1860 Census 1870 Census 1880 Census 1900 Census 

Location Cincinnati 3rd 
Ward 

Campbell Co, KY, 2nd 
Dist. 

Franklin Co, IND, 
Butler Twnshp 

Ripley Co, IND, 
Adams Twnshp 

Ripley Co, IND,    
Adams Twnshp 

Cincinnati 20th 
Ward, Louisa only 

Parents Phillip, 20-30 
(very likely 
ours, only HH 
listed in 1840) 

Phillip, 35, Germa-
ny, farmer. 
  
Louisa, 30, Germany 
  

Phillip, 51 (sic), 
Bavaria, farmer 
  

Louisa, 42, Bavaria 

Phillip, 58, Prussia, 
farmer 
  
Louisa, 58, Prussia, 
keeping house 

Phillip, 68, Bavaria, 
farmer 
  
Louisa, 63, Bavaria, 
keeping house 

Louisa, 82, Ger-
many, immigrated 
1838. Phillip died 
in 1894. 

Children 1 male 20-30 
yrs old b. 
1811-20  this 
is our Phillip) 
  
1 male under 
5 b. 1836-40. 
(Christian?) 
  
1 female 20-
30 yrs old b. 
1811-20 (this 
is our Louisa) 
  
1 female 10-
15 yrs old b. 
1826-30 
(Unknown) 
  
1 female 
under 5 b. 
1836-40 
(Louisa Jr?) 

Louisa, 11, OH 
Christian, 9 OH 
  

 
Catherine, 8, OH 
Phoeby, 4, OH 
Evaline E., 2, KY 
  
Christine, 3 mos, KY 

  
  
  

 
Catherine, 18, OH 
Phebe, 14, OH 
Elizabeth, 12, KY 
  

 
Frederick A., 9, KY 
George F., 7, KY 
Charles Adam, 5, KY 
  
Adam, 3, KY 
  
Mary, 1, IN 

 

  

 
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
Frederick, 18, KY 
George, 16, KY 
Edward, 13, IN 
 
John Charles 12, KY 
 

Mary, 11, IN 
Henry, 10, IN 
Anna, 7, IN 
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
Mary, 21, IN 
Henry 19, IN 
Anna, 17, OH 
(adopted) 
 

Henry Sunman, 6, IN 
(adopted) 

Dau. Mary Kate 
Smith, 41, OH 
Widowed 

 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mary Kate Schnei-
der SMITH’s kids  
were: 
Francis 16, OH 
Amelia 15, OH 
Edward 12, OH 
Frederick 3, OH 

Notes Prior to 1850, 
only head of 
household 
was named. 
Spouse and 
children were 
shown by 
gender and 
age range 
only. 
  
The young 
boy could be 
son Christian 
b. 1840-41. 
  
The young girl 
could be dau. 
Louisa Jr. b. 
1839. 

Census taken 
9/14/16. Phillip 
can’t read or write. 
Only Louisa Jr. and 
Christian are in 
school. Real estate 
valued at $550. 
Name spelled 
Snyder. They are 
only 4 households 
away from Louisa’s 
brother, George A. 
BOSS, who lives 
there as a merchant 
with his first wife 
Evaline Sutton 
whose daughter 
Margaret Boss will 
be born 1851. 

Census taken 6/13. 
Only Catherine is in 
school. Real estate 
= $1500. 1 year old 
Mary Schneider is 
shown with family 
of Wm. (40) & Cath
(35) Eglehoff, both 
from Hesse, Germ
(on same page). In 
1860 son Christian 
SNYDER, 20, lives 
with his uncle Chris-
tian BOSS in Cinci 
and is a Jr. Brewer. 
Dau Louisa lives 
nearby, m. to Lewis 
Korb. 

Census taken 6/17. 
Dau. Catherine m. 
John Gladwish 2 in 
1866 & moved to 
Cini 1869-70. Phil-
lip’s real estate 
valued at $800. 
Anna, b. 1863 is the 
dau. of Catherine, 
fathered by Thomas 
Herman, unmar-
ried. Son Henry’s 
death cert is on the 
third page of this 
document. Edward, 
John, Mary, Henry 
and Anna are in 
school. Frederick A. 
18, is a shoemaker, 
living at home. 

Census taken 6/8. 
Phillip can’t read or 
write. Both Anna and 
Henry Sunman are 
adopted. Anna is the 
child of dau. Cathe-
rine but was raised 
by Phillip & Louisa. 
Anna is their grand-
daughter. Henry 
Sunman is explained 
earlier. None of the 
children are in 
school. 
 

Phillip dies in 1894. 
  
The 1890 census 
was destroyed    
by fire. 

Census taken 6/9. 
Louisa lives with 
daughter Mary 
Kate Smith (wid.)
and family. Louisa 
immigrated 1833. 
  

Louisa is shown as 
the mother of 14 
children, 9 of 
whom were alive 
in 1900. 
  

Mary Schneider 
Smith is shown as 
the mother of 6 
children, 4 of 
whom were alive 
in 1900. 
  

Louisa dies 1907. 
  

According to the 1900 census, Louisa Boss Schneider had 14 children, 9 of whom were still alive in 1900.  At first glance, the num-
ber of children above is exactly 14, not counting the 2 adopted children in 1880. Louisa was the mother of: Louisa Jr. b. 1839 OH, 
Christian b. 1841 OH, Catherine b. 1842 OH, Phoebe b. 1846 OH, Evaline (Elizabeth) b. 1848 KY, Christine b. 1850 KY, Frederick A. 
b. 1851 KY, George F. b. 1853 KY, Charles Adam b. 1855 KY, Adam (Edward?) b. 1857 KY, Mary b. 1859 IN, Edward b. 1857 IN, John 
b. 1858 KY (IN?), Henry b. 1860 IN. However, there is a more accurate counting of their children on the following page. 
  

According to the birth info above, Phillip and Louisa Boss Schneider probably married 1837-38, lived in Cincinnati 1839-47, lived 
across the river in Campbell Co KY 1847-57 and lived in Franklin & Ripley Co IN 1859-94. After Phillip died in Ripley Co, (buried at 
St. John’s Church in Penntown) in 1894, Louisa moved to Cincinnati and changed addresses many times, living with or very near 
members of her family, including daughter Mary Schneider SMITH (widow), whom she’s with on the 1900 census. 
 

Phoebe SCHNEIDER would have been 24 in 1870. She may 
have married 1860-1870 but no record. Or she may have 
died. The Civil War may have scrambled her records or 
location. She was baptized Philippina Regina Charlotte 
SCHNEIDER in Cinci, Feb 11, 1846. Phoebe is a nickname. 



A note on the names and headcount of Phillip & Louisa’s children... 

On the 1900 census, Louisa Baas Schneider, 82 yrs old, said she gave birth to a total of 14 children and 9 
were still alive in 1900, meaning 5 had died by 1900.  First, let’s count the 14 births. 
 
At first glance, the census summary on the previous page looks like we have a headcount of 14: Louisa, 
Christian, Katherine, Phoebe, Evaline-Eliz., Christine, Frederick, George, Charles Adam, Adam, Mary, Ed-
ward, John C. and Henry.  But…. we also have a baptism record for a baby girl, ELEANOR, child of Phillip and 
Louisa SCHNEIDER, born Cinci Feb 31, 1844. If you look at the birth years of the other children in the 1840s, 
there is a gap where a child b. 1844 would fit perfectly. Since Eleanor doesn’t show up on the 1850 census, 
or any other record after her baptism, it’s likely Eleanor died 1844-50. Proving she is ours, the sponsors at 
Eleanor’s baptism were: George Adam Baas (Louisa’s brother) & Louisa’s maiden name is given as BAAS. 
 
If we add Eleanor to the names on the census records, we end up with 15 children, 1 more than we should 
have. The solution is that one of the census kids, Edward, is counted twice in our tally, first as “Adam “ in 
1860 and again as “Edward” in 1870. Both children were born 1857. John P. HARN believes Adam and Ed-
ward are the same child, counted with different names. Maybe his baptized name was Edward Adam? Of all 
the later records we have on Edward SCHNEIDER, son of Phillip & Louisa, b. 1857, none show his mid initial. 
 
Counting Adam and Edward as one child instead of two, reasonable given they have the same birth year & 
Adam isn’t mentioned again, brings the number of Louisa’s children back to 14, matching the 1900 census. 

Regarding the total number of deaths by 1900, according to Louisa’s 1900 census, there should be 5. We 
have actual death dates (from Find A Grave and corroborated by other records) for 2 children: 
 

 Edward d. 7/24/1899 
 Christian d. 10/28/1889 
 

And we have possible death dates (no evidence other than disappearance from records) for 5 children: 
 

 Eleanor d. 1844-50,  age 1-6 
 Christine d. 1850-60,  age 1-10 
 Charles Adam d. 1860-70,  age 5-15 
  Phoebe d. 1860-70,  age 14-24 
  Evaline Eliz. d. 1860-70,  age 12-22 
 

John P. HARN speculates that the 3 children who disappeared at a young age: Eleanor, Christine and Charles 
Adam are the 3 missing deaths, bringing the number to 5 and matching Louise’s 1900 census, and the 2 girls 
who disappear from records as teens or young adults, Phoebe and Evaline-Eliz may have run off, eloped or 
married locally and vanished into records with a new surname. Both girls disappear during the decade of the 
Civil War and the upheaval of those times may have effected records as well as lives. 

1844 baptism record of Eleanor SCHNEIDER at St Peter’s church in Cinci. Courtesy of J.D. Smith. 



 
 

Tracking the 14 Children of Phillip & Louisa Boss Schneider 
 

  

  1850s & 60s 1870s 1880s 1890s 1900s 1910s 

Louisa      
b. Dec 13, 
1838 
OH 
 
left home 
1858 

Marries Louis 
KORB 1858. 
With him in 
Ripley Co In 
with 1 daugh-
ter (Louisa) on 
1860 census. 

Lives in Webster 
Co KY with 5 kids. 
Louisa & Louis 
can’t read/write. 
Louis wks sawmill. 
Moved to KY abt 
1865. 

Lives in Webster 
Co KY with 4 
kids. Can read/
writ. Louis runs 
sawmill. 

 Still in Webster. 
She had 7 chil-
dren, 5 alive in 
1900. Parents b. 
“France” (Alsace?) 

Can read/
write on 1910 
census. Louisa 
dies 1916 in 
Webster KY.  

Christian     
b. 1841 
OH 
 
left home 
1859 

Lives with un-
cle Christian 
Boss in Cinci 
1860. Married 
Mary Drumm 
1862.  

With wife & 4 kids 
in Cinci. A brewer.  
In Cinci City Direc-
tory 1869-71, 683 
Race St. Moves to 
KY 1879. 

Newport KY. 
Brewer with 
wife & 5 kids: 
Christian, John, 
Louisa, Charles, 
Bertha & Annie.  

There is a George SCHNEIDER (tailor, b. 1835 in BAV) 5 
households away from Christian SCHNEIDER in KY on 
the 1880 Census. Christian dies in Cinci, Oct 28, 1889. 
Buried Walnut Hills Cem, Cinci. C. Boss owns grave. 
Last address was 371 &1/2 Broadway in Cinci. Wife 
still there in 1895.  

Catherine 
b. 
8/22/1842 
OH 
 
 
 
left home 
1866 

Dau Anna born 
out of wedlock 
1863. Thomas 
Herman was 
the father. 
Marries John 
Gladwish (2) in 
Penntown, IN 
1866. 

Moves to Cinci 
1869-70. Has 3 
kids, Louisa, John 
Fred. & Christian 
Gladwish & one 
stillborn son. Hus-
band works for 
Chirstian Boss, & 
others as driver. 

Lives in Cinci. 
Husband John 
Gladwish (2) 
dies 1889. 
Daughter Louisa 
marries  John 
GEBHARDT in 
Cinci 1889, to 
Columbus, OH. 

Lives in Cinci. 
Son John F. m. 
Mary SMITH 
1893 in Cinci, & 
dies of TB 1900. 
Son Christian m. 
Agatha Huhn 
1894, dies 1897. 

Marries Charles 
F. Schleter Sr. abt 
1904 in Cinci. 
Grandkids via 
John F= Marie, 
Alice & Ethel 
Gladwish who 
move to Dayton 
with wid. Mom 
1903.  

Lives with 2nd 
husband in 
Cinci at 1042 
State St in 
1920, at 802 
Carr st. in 
1930. 

Eleanor 
b. OH 
2/31/1844  

Only known record is her 1844 baptism. She likely died 1844-49. 

Phoebe  
B. OH 
2/11/1846 

Her baptism record from St. Peter’s Church in Cinci shows her baptized name was Philipina Regina Charlotte 
SCHNEIDER. Her baptism sponsors were Jacob Risch, Georg Auer and Frau Charlotte Baas, Phil. Stahl, and Regina 
Seiss or Seip (details courtesy of J.S. Smith).  Last known record of her is on the 1860 census, Franklin Co. IN, 14 y. 
She may have married, run-off or eloped 1860-70 and isn’t found in any later records. 

Evaline E. 
b. 1848 KY 

Last known record of her is on the 1860 census, Franklin Co. IN, 12 y.  She may have married, run-off or eloped 
1860-70 and isn’t found in any later records. 

Christine 
b. KY 
1850 

Last known record of her is on the 1850 census, Campbell Co. KY, 3 mos old.  She likely died 1850-60. 

Frederick A. 

b. 1851 
KY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

left home 
1876 

Appears on 
1860 census 
with Phillip & 
Louisa In 
Franklin Co IN. 

Fred, 18 is a shoe-
maker, is the old-
est child living 
with Phillip& 
Louisa in Ripley Co 
IN on the 1870 
census. He mar-
ries Amanda from 
KY in 1876. He 
lives in KY by at 
least 1877. 

Fred Snider is in 
Slaughtersville, 
Webster Co. KY 
on 1880 census. 
29, shoemaker, 
with wife and 
two kids. Fred’s 
parents both b. 
BAV. Sister 
Louisa S. Korb is 
nearby. 

Probably lives in 
Webster Co, KY. 
The 1890 cen-
sus was lost in a 
fire. 

Frederick Snyder, 
49. shoemaker, 
Sebree, Webster 
Co KY on 1900 
census. Wife is 
Amanda. No 
kids . Total chil-
dren = 2. Children 
living in 1900 = 1. 
Parents born Ger-
many. Sister 
Louisa Korb lives 
nearby.  

Fred Snider, 
59, shoemak-
er, Sebree, 
Webster Co 
KY on 1910 
census. Wife 
is Manda 55. 
No kids. Total 
children = 7. 
Children living 
in 1910 = 2. 
Parents born 
Germany. 
Lives on Web-
ster St. 



 
 

Tracking the 14 Children of Phillip & Louisa Boss Schneider          
continued 

  
  1850s & 60s 1870s 1880s 1890s 1900s 1910s 

George F. 
b. 1852 
KY 
 
 
 

left home 
1871-79 

Appears on 
1860 census 
with Phillip & 
Louisa, Frank-
lin Co IN 

Geo, 16, a farmer, 
lives with Phillip & 
Louisa, Ripley Co. 
IN on the 1870 
census. 
Marries Catherine 
in 1879, in Cinci. 

Works in Cinci as 
a potter. His 
wife gives birth 
to seven chil-
dren during this 
decade. 

Works in Cinci as a potter. Gives deposition, 1897, in 
sister Catherine’s application for military pension 
after her husband, John Gladwish (2) dies in 1889. 
George says he knew John Gladwish “since boyhood” 
in IN. Appears on 1920 & 1930 census in Cinci.  

Chas Adam 
b. 1855 
KY 
 
 

Appears on 
1860 census 
with Phillip & 
Louisa in 
Franklin Co IN. 

Last known record of him is on the 1860 census, Franklin Co, IN,  5 yrs old.  He may have died 
1860-70. He wasn’t old enough to fight in the Civil War. 

Edward    
b. 1857 
IND 
 
 
left home 
1879 

Appears on 
1860 census as 
“Adam” (3)
with Phillip & 
Louisa in 
Franklin Co IN. 

Appears on 1870 
census (13) with 
Phillip & Louisa, in 
Ripley Co, IN. 
Marries Amelia 
(Emma) Oeth 
1878.  

Appears on 
1880 census 
with wife Mina 
at 333 Freemont 
Ave in Cinci. No 
kids. 

Ed dies July 24, 
1899 in Cinci.  

On 1900 census, widow Amelia 
Schneider b. 1855 IN. Lives 6th 
St/Mt. Hope Rd. in Cinci. 9 chil-
dren, 7 still alive. Oldest is Louisa 
b. 1880 OH.   

Mary Cath. 
b. 1859 
IND 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
left home 
1883 

Appears on 
1860 census in 
Franklin Co, IN 
with a neigh-
bor of Phillip & 
Louisa In 
Franklin Co IN. 

Appears on 1870 
census with Phillip 
& Louisa in Ripley 
Co IN. 

Appears on 
1880 census 
with Phillip & 
Louisa in Ripley 
Co IN. Marries 
(unkn) SMITH 
abt 1883.  1st 
child b. OH 
(prob Cinci) 
1884. 

Lives in Cinci 
this decade. She 
has at least 3 
more kids. Hus-
band dies about 
1896.  

Widowed, lives 
with widowed 
mother Louisa 
Boss Schneider at 
932 W. 8th St. 
Cinci on 1900 
census. Dies 
March, 1903 of 
TB. Buried Spring 
Grove Cem, Cinci. 

(In 1900 Cinci 
City Directory 
August H. 
Schneider, 
bricklayer, 
lives at 932 W. 
8th, same as 
Louisa & dau 
Mary. He is 
not with them 
on 1900 cen-
sus. He may 
be a grandson 
of Phillip & 
Louisa? 

John 
Charles 
b. 1856-58 
KY 
 
 
 
 

 
left home 
1885 

Should appear 
on 1860 cen-
sus in Franklin 
Co, IN but 
does not. 

Appears on 1870 
Census with Phil-
lip & Louisa in 
Ripley Co, IN, 12 
years old. 

Marries Maggie 
(unkn) abt 1885. 
Son George b. 
1885 in OH. Dau 
Laura b. 1888 in 
OH. 

On 1900 census in Cinci, b. 1855. 
Plumber. 2142 S. Storr St. Wife = 
Maggie, b. Ger. Total children = 5. 
Children living in 1900 = 2. Parents b. 
GER, GER. Neighbor is Peter Hettes-
heimer. Wife Maggie dies 1900-
1902. John marries Caroline Hettes-
heimer, dau of Adam Seibert & Bar-
bara Daum, in  Pryesb. Church, Cinci, 
Sept 2, 1902. He lived Columbus OH 
1902 (sic?). Is plumber in Cinci 1902. 

A “J. C. 
Schneider” 
signed 
Louisa 
Schneider 
KORB’s 
death cert in 
Webster KY 
1916. If this 
was our John 
C, he was 60 
at the time. 

Henry Benj 
b. Jul 22 
1860, IN 
left home 
1887 

 Appears on 1870 
Census with Phil-
lip & Louisa in 
Ripley Co, IN. 

Is on 1880 Cen-
sus with P&L in 
Ripley Co, Mar-
ries Alvina WE-
GERT 1887 Cinci. 

Henry living in Cinci working as plumber with his 
brother (John C).  Lives in Cinci until the year of his 
death, 1938, though he died & is buried in Louisville, 
KY. 



George F. 
b. 1852  KY 

Catherine (unkn)
1879. 
 

Harry SCHNEIDER b. 1883 OH. 
Anna SCHNEIDER b. 1884 OH. 
Mina (Lena) SCHNEIDER b. 1887 OH, m. DIXON. 
George SCHNEIDER b. 1889 OH. 
Frederick SCHNEIDER b. 1893 OH. 
Stella SCHNEIDER b. 1896 OH. 
Dora SCHNEIDER b. 1898 OH. 
Charles A. SCHNEIDER b. 1901 OH. 
Christian Walter SCHNEIDER b. 1904 OH. 
In 1910: Total kids = 15. Kids alive = 8. 

Still at 2768 W. 6th on 1920 census. 
Probably d. 1920-30. No death record 
found. 

Chas Adam b. 1855  KY.        Likely died 1860-70 

Mary Cath. 
b. 1859 IN 

James (?) SMITH 
from PA abt 1882 

Frances SMITH b. 1883 OH. 
Edward SMITH b. 1885 OH. 
Amelia SMITH b. 1888 OH. 
Frederick SMITH b. 1897 OH. (date correct?) 
& 2 others who’d died by 1900. 

Died of TB, 1903 in Cinci. 
Buried Spring Grove Cemetery, Cinci. 

Edward    
b. 1857  IN 

Amelia (Emma) 
OETH in Ripley Co, 
IN 1879. 

Louisa SCHNEIDER b. 1880 OH. m. SARVER 
Elizabeth SCHNEIDER b. 1883 m. Dalbert BAWER. 
Catherine SCHNEIDER b. 1884. 
Edward SCHNEIDER b. 1886. 
Bertha SCHNEIDER b. 1888 m. BRYSON m. RAIBLR. 
George C. SCHNEIDER  B. 1891-93  D. 1954. 
Amelia SCHNEIDER b. 1894 D. 1895. 
James SCHNEIDER b. 1896. 

Died July 24, 1899 in Cinci. Cirrhosis of 
liver. Buried Walnut Hills Cem, Cinci. 
Charles AUER owned the grave.  

John 
Charles 
b. 1855  KY 

Maggie Friedel 
(imm. Germ. 1870) 
abt 1884.  

George SCHNEIDER  b 1885 OH, m E. LEFLAR. 
Laura SCHNEIDER  b. 1888 OH, m. J. BAWER. 
& 3 others who’d died by 1900. 

2nd wife Caroline Seebert Hettisheimer 
John died sometime after 1916. No death 
record found. 

Henry Benj 
b. Jul 22, 
1860,  IN 

1. Alvina WEGERT 
b. Germany 1887 
m. Cinci. 
2. Catherine MEN-
KE, 1914 in Cinci. 

Phillip L.  b. 1888 OH, m. STEPHENSON. Louisa b. 
1890 OH. Erna C. b. 1892 OH, m. LEWIS. Harry b. 
1894 OH, m. WEISS. Caroline E. b. 1900 OH, m. Wm 
HOWARD(?) b. 1903. William b. 1903 OH, m. StEIN-
HAUS. Arthur F. b. 1906 OH, m. ALTEVOGT. 

Died July 2, 1938 Louisville KY but lived in 
Cinci at the time. Buried Evergreen Cem-
etery, Louisville KY. 

 

Grandchildren of Phillip & Louisa Boss Schneider 

 Kids Marriages Grandkids Deaths of Phillip & Louisa’s children 

Louisa      
b. 1838 OH 

Louis Korb  b. Ba-
varia, in Ripley Co, 
IN, 1858. 

Louisa R. KORB b 1859 IN. m. PRATHER. 
Anna KORB b. 1862 IN. 
Elizabeth KORB b. 1864 IN. m. ASHBY. 
Jacob KORB b. 1866 IN. 
John KORB b. 1870 KY, d. before 1880. 
Allie KORB b. 1880 KY. Of 7l kids, 2 had died by 1900. 

D. Nov 21, 1916 in Webster Co, KY, 77 
years old. 
Buried Slaughters Cemetery, Webster Co 
KY. 

Christian     
b. 1841 OH 
 

Mary Drumm abt 
1862.  

Christian SCHNEIDER b. 1862 OH. 
John SCHNEIDER b. 1868 OH, m. C. HILSINGER. 
Louisa SCHNEIDER b. 1870 OH, m. HARTER. 
Bertha  SCHNEIDER b. 1875 KY . 
Annie SCHNEIDER b. 1879 OH d. 1956 m. Wm Baur. 
Charles SCHNEIDER b. 1882 KY. 
& 3 others incl. 2 who’d died by 1900. 

D. Oct 28, 1889 in Cinci, 41 years old. 
Buried Walnut Hills Cem, Cinci 
C. Boss owned the grave. 

Catherine 
b. Aug 22, 
1842, OH 

John Gladwish 
1866. 
Chas Schleter 1904 

Anna SCHNEIDER b. 1863 IN, m. C. SCHLETER Jr. 
Louisa GLADWISH. b. 1868 IN,  m. J. GEBHARDT. 
John Fred. GLADWISH b. 1869 OH, m. Mary SMITH. 
Christian GLADWISH b.1871 OH, m. A. HUHN, d.1897 

Died 1934 in Cinci, 92 years old. 
Buried Spring Grove Cem, Cinci, next to 
hubby John GLADWISH (2) and son Chris-
tian. 

Eleanor   b. 2/31/1844 OH     Likely died 1844-50.                   Phoebe   b. 1846 OH      Disappears from records 1860-70. 

Evaline E.   b. 1848  KY            Disappears from records  1860-70. 

Christine   b. 1850  KY             Likely died 1850-60. 

Frederick A. 

b. 1851  KY 
Amanda R. (unkn) 
from KY  1876. 

Louisa SCHNEIDER b. 1877 KY. 
George W. SCHNEIDER b. 1879 KY. 
In 1900: Total kids = 2.  Kids alive  = 1. 
In 1910: Total kids = 7. Kids alive  = 2. 

Died unknown, maybe 1919 in Campbell 
Co, KY. 



Christian & Catharine SCHNEIDER’s marriage certificates 

1866 marriage certificate (above) of Catharine SCHNEIDER &  John GLADWISH (2), Ripley Co, IN. Note spelling of 

both surnames. The marriage was performed by “William MAYNARD, Regular Baptist Minister.” He is the 2nd hus-

band of John GLADWISH (2)’s grandmother, Sara KEMP, and knew the GLADWISH family well. The ceremony may 

have taken place at Pipe Creek Baptist Church in Penntown in the presence of relatives, but we don’t know. Cathe-

rine’s family belonged to St. John’s German Evangelical Church, also in Penntown. It appears that there is an error in 

one of the dates on this record, maybe due to the year turning over. 

1862 marriage certificate (R) of Christian 

SCHNEIDER &  Mary DRUMM, Hamilton 

Co, OH (Cinci).  Note Christian’s signa-

ture. It is likely Phillip and Louisa’s chil-

dren had different levels of literacy. 

They had kids over a span of 23 years 

and maybe the older kids were less lit-

erate than the younger ones? They grew 

up in a very rural, farming area and out-

side of home and church, there may 

have been little need, or opportunity, 

for reading and writing. 



Katherine SCHNEIDER Gladwish, daughter of Phillip & Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER 
 

In July 1897, Katherina Schneider Gladwish applied for a survivor’s military pension after the death of her 
husband, John Gladwish (2). He served during the Cvil War, as did his father, John Gladwish (1). 
 

Summary of the following NARA records courtesy of Shirley Maynard. 
 
Name of Deceased, John Gledwisch (2) 
Color White, sex, male, 44 years old, and married. 
Date of Death, July 28th, 1889. Cause: Accidental injuries (by fall from wagon) 
Immediate cause: Pneumonia. Occupation: Beer Driver. (worked for C. Boss) 
Place of birth: England (Sussex). Place of death: Cincinnati OH. 
Residence: 7 Ward, 585 Main St. Lived in the city 19 years. 
Place of previous residence, Indiana. 
Interment: Spring Grove Cemetery. July 31, 1889. 
Undertaker, James Finn, 50 Carr St. 
 
29 July 1897.  Widow's deposition:  Katharina (Schneider) Gladwish. 
Stated she had 4 children by dead soldier. Sons John F., Christian, and a baby boy born dead. She had a daughter Louisa, married to 
John "Geppart." She had a child prior to her marriage and the child, Annie Schneider, was given to her parents to raise. Father was 
Thomas Herman, now deceased. Child was married when she died "about 3 years ago." (Anna Schneider Schleter)  
Soldier drove wagon for "Christian Boss."  He was injured about 12 years previously (1877) when he attempted to unload a barrel 
of beer by himself and it fell on his leg. She disputed the fact that soldier was a drunk. He drank beer but not to excess. Mary White 
and Kate Zapf witnessed Katherine's “X” to mark her signature. (Note: Katherine’s son Christian died 3 weeks prior to this deposi-
tion. She was likely living with him, 8 years after her husband died and she’d lost her means of support. Christian left a wife & child.) 
 
No date. Deposition from Kate's brother, George Schneider. 
Gave dates and details of John GLADWISH's injury. Disputed he was a drunk. Complained of diarrhea. Had a cough prior to injury. 
Complained of a pain in his chest. Had general good health from army discharge to accident. 
 
26 July 1897. Deposition from George Schneider.   
Stated he was 34 years old, and was a potter by occupation. Lived at 2368 W. 6th St., Cincinnati. Stated Kate was his sister. Stated 
he knew John Gladwish from the time they were both boys (John immigrated 1857, 13 yrs old). Both lived near Penntown, Ripley 
Co. IN. Stated he (John) moved to Cincinnati in 1869.  Stated soldier married shortly after the war and lived in Indiana until 1870. 
Stated he lived with the family off and on during the years they were in Cincinnati. Stated he saw the soldier a few minutes be-
fore he was injured and warned him that the horse was acting up. John stated he was a good horseman. Learned next day John 
was injured. 
 
24 July 1897. Deposition of Josephine Allbright. 
Age 61.  Address 224 Main St., Cincinnati. Knew both John and Kate. Lived with them some years. Thought John had heart prob-
lems. Puffed and blew when he climbed stairs. Didn't know cause of his death. Went to hospital, didn't know about injury. Saw 
John unconscious. Thought it was his heart. 
  
26 July 1897. Deposition of Gertrude Lueddwell.  
53 years old, midwife, lived at Woodward and Sycamore Sts., in Cincinnati. Lived with John and Kate some times. Heard John was 
injured when driving beer wagon. Hurt his arm. Description of John as a small man, slight of build, but healthy. Steady work-
er.  Jolly man in good humor, drank beer occasionally, but not a hard drinker. 
  
No date. Deposition of William Steinmetz.   
Knew John had driven coal wagon and heard him complain that it made him ill in the cool weather. Knew John injured his leg 4 
July. Knew John was not a hard drinker. Knew that Kate had never lived with "Thomas Herman" as his wife. 
  
27 July 1897 Deposition of William Steinmetz. 
Age 54.  Lived at 1225 W. Front St. Knew John from childhood, lived nearby in Penn Town, where John lived with his mother and 
was a farm laborer. Knew Kate did not marry Herman, and Herman acknowledged in conversation child was his. Served in Civil 
War, knew John had. Knew Kate's name was Katharine Schneider. Moved to city in 1871.  John came later. 
  
29 July 1897. Kate states that John did not have delerium tremors. 
  

Enlistment: 

Discharge: 

30 Oct 1862 

20 Sept 1864 



continued ... 
 
No date. Kate listed friends in the city. Those who knew John in his childhood, those who knew both of them in the city.   
Kate told of the two hemorrhages from the lungs that John had, one in her presence, one told to her;  "filled a basin with blood 
from his mouth." 
  

No date. Kate told of his illnesses of his lungs.  Claimed John told her he was sick from his lungs for 9 months while in the ar-
my.  Said he had had typhoid fever. Said John totally unresponsive while in hospital, refused water and food, vomited when 
whiskey was given to him. Claimed he was not completely well their whole marriage, but he worked consistently even when ill.  
He had chronic cough, but he didn't seem unwell, but didn't seem well.  He weighed about 118 pounds and she weighed about 
156.  Always looked thin after he left the army. 
  

No date. Kate told of horse kicking John in the forehead and his skull was fractured.  She said this was from the doctor who nor-
mally took care of John.  She said the doctor did not treat John during this injury and didn't see him until he was dead.  The doc-
tor died 2 years previous to the deposition.  She saw no reason to get his testimony. She knew John was not intoxicated prior to 
the accident because her brother saw him and spoke with him 10 minutes before the accident.  The horse returned to the stable 
alone. Her son Christian Gladwish told her John was in the hospital.  She was seldom permitted into the hospital to see John and 
when she was, he was unconscious. 
  

24 July 1897. Kate told of arriving in the city "26 years" this "March." He worked in a sawmill hauling logs. She received 8 dollars 
a month in widow's pension. She had no children under 16 when John died. John worked for Christian Boss first as a wagon 
driver, then for J. Walker of the Walker Brewery.  Horse was a "very spirited animal and ran away many times" She claimed 
John was thrown from the wagon and dragged for a distance and suffered a fractured skull. Injured the 22nd and died the 
28th. Claimed she remained with him constantly but he never regained consciousness. The doctor, Dr. Reudy (unreadable, Ren-
dig?) was married to her cousin. 
  

Deposition of Herman Heerbstreit. Knew 
John 26 years. Not a heavy drinker.    
  

26 July 1897. Herman Pohlmeizer.  Age 
44 years. Stated he knew the soldier, 
knew he'd died, visited him in the hospi-
tal but soldier was unconscious. Knew 
him to be a hard drinker, not a drunk. 
  

26 July 1897. Lena Lowenstein. Age 27 
years. Friendly with daughter (Louisa 
GLADWISH), often at soldier's 
home. Saw him intoxicated but he was-
n’t a drunk. 
  

26 July 1897. Caroline Heerbstreit.  Sol-
dier worked with her husband for a 
while as beer driver. Lived across the street from family on Woodward St. Saw him 30 minutes before accident. Not intoxicated 
  

28 July 1897. Caroline Heerbstreit. Confirmation of all the other depositions.  29 July 1897. Four page letter from lawyer to Com-
missioner of Pensions, Washington D. C.  Stated claimant (Catherine) lives at 634 State Ave., Cincinnati.  Stated soldier served in 
two outfits.  Co C. of 7 Ind. Vol. Inf. and Co. G. of 20th Ind. Volunteer Infantry.  Summarized depositions. 
  

24 July 1897 Statement of physician from hospital notes.  Patient was given drug to help him sleep.  Delirious.  Very weak, semi- 
comatose.  Does not recognize surroundings.  Respiration shallow. Second hypodermic of Hyosci.  Face dark and suffused. 
Morning, delirious. Distinct blowing sound in his lower lobe of left lung. Next night, muttering, delirious and "fumbling of the bed 
clothes."  Lips, teeth, and tongue covered with sores.  Skin hot and dry.  Slight cough.  Respiration short and shallow.  Patient is 
comatose. Physician summation. Admitted, 22 July 1889.  Died 28 July 1889.  Second admission to hospital, first for leg patholo-
gy. Patient complained of much pain in elbow.  Fell from beer wagon.  Fracture of middle third of humus.  Patient did well.  Then 
became more ill and finally died of what the physician believed was complex pneumonia. 
  

20 May 1904.   
Widow deceived 8 dollars per month. Dropped from the pension roles 4 June 1900.  "Failure to claim.  Said to have remar-
ried" (to Charles SCHLETER Sr.). Dated 29 May 1904. (Note: Catherine Schneider Gladwish Schleter lived until 1934.) 
  

Cinci, in 1870, the year John & Catherine Schneider Gladwish 
moved to Cinci from Ripley Co, IN  with young children. This       

area, 5th & Vine, later became Fountain Square. 
Catherine & John lived at 4th & Vine 1879-86. 



Katherine SCHNEIDER Gladwish, daughter of Phillip & Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER 

 
 

“Kate” Schneider Gladwish Schel-
eter’s 1934 death certificate (R). 
She lived to be nearly 92 years old. 
She had 4 children, 3 of whom died 
young: Anna died at 31 of TB, John 
F. died  at 31 of TB and Christian 
died at 25 by suicide. She lost her 
1st husband at 45 in a horse acci-
dent. Her daughter Louise Mary 
Gladwish Gebhardt lived to be 79 
and is buried at Green Lawn Cem. 
in Columbus OH. All of Katherine’s 
children had several children of 
their own (see below). 
 
Katherine is buried at Spring Grove 
Cem, Cinci, between her first hus-
band, John Gladwish (2) and her 
son Christian (he doesn’t have a 
headstone). Katherine died at the 
home of her step-son, C. Schleter. 
 
 

Katherine’s 4 children: 

Anna SCHNEIDER.  Born:  1862-63, IN. 
Married:  Charles SCHLETER Jr. 
Children:  Charles W. SCHLETER, Eleanor Schleter GILL. 
Died: 1895.  Buried Spring Grove Cem, Cinci with husband.    

John F. GLADWISH. Born:  1869, OH. 
Married:  Mary K. SMITH. 
Children:  Marie Louise Gladwish HARN, Ethel G., Alice G. 
Died:  1900. Buried Vine St. Hill Cem, Cinci, formerly German             
                       Evangelical Protestant Cem. Next to uncle Joseph SMITH.    

Louise Mary GLADWISH.  Born:  1868, IN. 
Married:  John P. GEBHARDT. 
Children:  Edna CHALFANT, Martha CARY, Irene, Della DULFORD. 
Died:  1947. Buried Greenlawn Cem, Columbus OH. w/husband   
                       and 2 children. 

Christian GLADWISH.   Born:  1871, OH. 
Married:  Agatha HUHN. 

Children:  John C. GLADWISH. 
Died: 1897. (No headstone) 

Buried Spring Grove Cem, Cinci.   



Henry Benjamin SCHNEIDER, 1860-1938                                                       
son of Louisa Baas & Phillip SCHNEIDER.    
Family Group Sheet and notes sent by Joanne Pry Schneider Howard                          
to John P. HARN, 2019 



Henry Benjamin SCHNEIDER,  Family Group Sheet continued... 



MOTHER NOTES: Anna Alwine (Alvina) WEGERT 

Immigration (23 September 1884): They came in Steerage with 916 and in Cabins 62 for a total of 978 passengers. 

Passenger number 423 with a Maria Wegert passenger number 422 

Death (2 January 1944): He age was listed as 78 years, 7 months, and 6 days. 

Burial (5 January 1944): She is buried in Evergreen Cemetery with her husband Henry Benjamin Schneider. 

 
CHILD NOTES: Phillip Louis SCHNEIDER Sr. 

Death (30 May 1963): Philip L. Schneider, Sr. - Philip L. Schneider, Sr., 74, a plumber here for more than half a century, died at 

4:45 p.m. Friday at his home, 4303 Michigan Drive.  Schneider was the owner of the Philip L. Schneider Plumbing Company, 

3925 Grandview.  A son, Philip L. Schneider, Jr., had been running the firm since 1957 when the elder Schneider retired because 

of ill health.,  Schneider was a member of the West Louisville United Church of Christ, Shawnee Masonic Lode, Brilliant Star 

chapter, Order of the Eastern Star, and the Junior Order, Honest Abe council.  He was a native of Cincinnati.  Other survivors 

include his wife, the former Grace Stephenson; a daughter, Mrs. Joyce Fleischaker; two sisters, Miss Carrie Schneider, Miami, 

and Mrs. Thad Lewis; three brothers Harry, Arthur, and William Schneider; five grandchildren, and a great grandson.  The funer-

al will be at 10 a.m. Monday at Schoppenhorst Funeral Home, 1832 W. Market.  Burial will be in Resthaven Memorial Park.  

The body will be at the funeral home after 2 p.m. Saturday. Burial (3 June 1963): He is buried in Resthaven Memorial Park. 

 
CHILD NOTES: Louisa "Lilly" SCHNEIDER 

Baptism (7 September 1890): Her sponsors were Louisa Wegert nee Wappler. 

 
CHILD NOTES: Erna Clara SCHNEIDER 

Baptism (17 April 1892): Her sponsors were Georg F. Kretschmer, Hermine Taubner nee Wegert, Eduard Schneider and Mina 

Ernstine Wegert nee Franke. (I have the original certificate) 

 
CHILD NOTES: Harry Robert SCHNEIDER 

Burial (28 April 1969): He was buried in Cycadia Cemetery 

 
CHILD NOTES: William Howard SCHNEIDER 

Burial (13 December 1973): He is buried in Evergreen Cemetery. 

Henry Benjamin SCHNEIDER,  Family Group Sheet continued... 



According to Catherine Schneider GLADWISH’s 1897 application for a military pension 
based on her husband’s Civil War service, she said John GLADWISH was employed driv-
ing a wagon for Christian BOSS. She didn’t specify the years that was true and his em-
ployment may have been intermittent. According to the Cinci City Directory, we know 
John Gladwish was a “wagon driver” or “driver” from 1872 until his early death in 1889. 
Kate’s application states he injured himself in 1877 working as a beer driver. But we 
don’t believe he worked for Christian BOSS at Gambrinus Stock Brewing Co the entire 
time he lived in Cinci. He and Catherine were not counted on the 1870 census so we 
can’t see his occupation in that year. On the 1880 census, John Gladwish is a “coal wag-
on driver”. Photo above is thought to be from 1879. John Gladwish would have been 35 
years old in 1879. In Catherine’s application for a military pension, John was described 
as a small man, slight of build, but healthy. He weighed about 118 lbs. Steady work-
er. Jolly man in good humor, drank beer occasionally, but not a hard drinker. (The driver 
bottom row, far right, seems to fit that description or maybe the man in the middle row, center, although he is the 
same height as the others.) Also from the pension application: John worked for Christian Boss first as a wagon driver, 
then for Walker Brewery (no dates given). Caroline Heerbstreit said John worked with her husband for a while as a 
beer driver & she lived across the street from him on Woodward St. (confirmed by the 1875 Cinci City Directory).                     

Photo & Caption from Cincinnati's Brewing History 
a book by Sarah Stephens, written 2010 



Flower Market, 1885 

Paddle-wheeler on Ohio River at Cincinnati, 1880       
(after the steamboat heyday) 

 Fountain Square, 1880 

Court St. Market, 1890 
Photos of     
Cincinnati 
1880-1890. 
Most of the 
Schneider kids 
where living 
in Cincinnati in 
this decade. 



1900 census showing Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER living at 932 Eighth St. in Cincinnati with daughter Mary 
SMITH and 4 grandchildren. This record says Louisa gave birth to 14 children, 9 of whom were still living 

in 1900. It says she immigrated in 1833. Louisa can read and write. 

Mary Katherine Schneider SMITH & her mother Louisa Boss Schneider 
1900 Census.  Mary is the youngest daughter of Phillip & Louisa. 

Mary Schneider SMITH’s 

stat card, (L) Spring 

Grove Cemetery, Cinci. 

She died of TB in 1903, 4 

years before her mother 

Louisa died. Her last ad-

dress was 1210 Linn St., 

Cinci. Below, hand-

written record of Mary 

Schneider SMITH’s death. 



Lousia & Catherine, daughters of Phillip & Louisa Bass Schneider 

Louisa Schneider KORB (above)
is buried at Slaughters Ceme-

tery, Webster Co, KY. She lived 
to be 77 years old, outliving her 

husband, Lewis KORB, by 
7 years. Her children were: 
Louisa KORB (m. Prather) 

Anna KORB 
Lizzie KORB 
Jacob KORB 

John KORB  &  Allie KORB 

 
Katherine Schneider GLADWISH 

(L) is buried at Spring Grove  
Cemetery in Cincinnati, OH. Her 
second marriage was to Charles 
Schleter Sr. She lived to be 91 

years old, outliving her first 
husband, John GLADWISH (2), 

by 45 years. Her children were: 
Anna SCHNEIDER 
Louisa GLADWISH 
John F. GLADWISH 

Christian GLADWISH 
 



Christian SCHNEIDER Sr. b. 1841, d. 1898, (L) is 
buried at Walnut Hills Cem, Cinci. He lived to be 
48 years old. He m. Mary Drumm (b. Bavaria), 
1862. Their children were: Christian Jr., George, 

John F.(1867-1952) m. Hilsinger 
Louisa, Bertha, Anna & Charles 

Christian SCHNEIDER  
Jr. b. 1866, d. 1946, 
son of Christian Sr, 

buried at Walnut Hills 
Cem, Cinci. He lived to 
be 80 years old. He is 
the son of Christian 
and Mary Drumm 

SCHNEIDER and the 
grandson of Phillip and 

Louisa Boss 

Christian and John C. , sons of Phillip & Louisa Boss Schneider 

John C. SCHNEIDER’s marriage license application 
(L). Sept, 1902. Wife’s name is Caroline Hettisheim-

er. It was the second marriage for both of them.  
John C. and his 1st wife Maggie are shown on the 

1900 census (below) living at 2142 Storr St. in Cinci 
with two kids, George, 15, and Laura, 11. John C. is 

working as a plumber (with his brother Henry B. 
SCHNEIDER). John’s wife Maggie died 1900-1902. 
She gave birth to 5 kids, 2 of which were living in 
1900. Her death may have something to do why 
John is shown living in Columbus OH on the 1902 

marriage cert. Maggie immigrated from Germany in 
1870, 16 yrs old. His second wife Caroline’s parents 
were Adam Seebert and Barbara Daum, so Hettis-
heimer was likely the surname of her 1st husband. 

Note Peter Hettisheimer living two doors away from 
John. He may be the brother-in-law of Caroline. Note 

similarity of Caroline’s mother’s maiden name and 
Christian SCHNEIDER’s wife’s maiden name. 



Louisa Baas Schneider’s last 13 years in Cincinnati                                                         
(info published in the Cinci City Directory may have been gathered the year before) 

July 1893 Philip and Louisa sell their 80 acres in Ripley Co IN to Michael Gauck. 

 

July 1894  Philip signs a will (with his mark) giving everything to Louisa. No children mentioned. 

  Jacob F. Brinkman (27) is executor. Maybe Phillip’s health was failing fast and all of his children were 

  in Cinci (a 4-day round trip journey?) and none were available to witness the will. Brinkman was a 

  neighbor. Phillip and Louisa live near a Henry Brinkman in Cinci abt 1840 and again in Ripley Co. IN 

  for about 30 years. Jacob F. Brinkman is Henry Brinkman’s son. 

 

Sept 28 1894 Philip dies. 

 

1895  Louisa, widow of Phillip, is in Cinci on Purcell Ave near Bervier. 

  Mary widow of Christian is at 371 1/2 Broadway near Elliott. 

  Catherine widow of John Gladwish is at 13 Abagail near Main. 

  George A is a potter at 1400 near Mt. Hope. (see Edward, 1899) 

  Edward is a potter in Cinci at 1362 6th near Price Hill Rd.   

  John C., and Henry B. are plumbers living together on Warsaw Ave near Hawthorne Ave.  

 

1897  Louisa, widow of Phillip, is at 1027 State Ave. 

  Mary widow of Christian is at 1119 Broadway (see  Louisa, 1906-07) 

  Catherine widow of John Gladwish is at 634 State Ave. 

  George F. is a potter at 2468 W. 6th. 

  Edward is a potter at 2313 Gest. 

  John C. is a supt. Plumber at 959 Wells (no Henry B.) 

  Mary widow of Jas Smith at 845 Everett or 337 John St. 
 

1899  Mary, widow of Christian, is at 1119 Broadway (see  Louisa, 1906-07) 

  Catherine widow of John Gladwish is at 634 State Ave 

  George is a potter at 2468 W. 6th. 

  Edward is a potter at 1122 Mansion., or                                           

              Edward is at 1400 6th near Mt. Hope (see George, 1895) (Edward dies 1899) 

  Henry is a plumber at 815 Chateau Ave (no John C.)   

  Mary widow of Jas Smith at 845 Everett or 510 W. 6h. 
 

1900-01 Louisa, widow of Phillip, is with dau. Mary, widow of Jas Smith, at 932 W. 8th. 

  Mary widow of Christian is at 1119 Broadway. 

  Catherine widow of John Gladwish is at 634 State Ave. 

  George A. is a potter near 2468 W. 6th.   

  Amelia widow of Edward at 2785 W 6th. On 1900 census she’s at 6th near Mt. Hope (see George ‘95) 

  John C. is at 2142 Storrs, a plumber with Henry B. who is at 1023 Considene. 
 

1903  Louisa is at 1210 Linn. This is also Mary Kate Smith’s place of death when she dies of TB in 1903. 
 

1904-05 Louisa is at 1309 Linn. 

  Mary widow of Christian is at 1119 Broadway. 

  Catherine Gladwish-Schleter is at  1020 W. 8th. 

  Henry is a plumber at 1023 Considine (no John C.) 
 

1906-07 Louisa is at 1117 Broadway.  Mary, widow of Christian, is at 1119 Broadway. Louisa dies in 1907. 

George and Edward 
worked together as 
potters. John C. and 
Henry B. worked to-
gether as plumbers. 

Christian learned 
brewing from his uncle 

Christian BOSS. 
Fredrick A. was a shoe-
maker, living near sis-

ter Louisa KORB in 
Webster, KY. 



Louisa Boss Schneider Gravesite 
Spring Grove Cemetery, Cincinnati 

      Louisa’s nephew.                  Louisa’s full brother.              Louisa’s sister-in-law.                    Louisa’s niece. 

Louisa Boss Schneider 
b. Feb 18,1818 
d. Dec 28,1907 

According to records kept 
in the office of Spring 
Grove Cemetery, including 
plot maps, this is the loca-
tion of Louisa Boss Schnei-
der’s burial. She is without 
headstone although there 
is some dark green ground-
cover planted at the head 
of her gravesite (as well as 
at the heads of the other  
graves in the BOSS plot. 
When visiting in 2016, John 
P. Harn tried to feel if 
there was a headstone un-
der the groundcover but 
couldn’t find one. 
 

Louisa’s death notice, Cinci Enquirer, 
Dec 30, 1907 

Image courtesy J.D. Smith. 

Two others are buried in 
this area, both without 
headstones: Edward Boss
(1859-1953), son of Chris-
tian & Christina Boss and 
Amelia E. Boss (unknown, 
maybe wife of Edward), 
interred 1955. 



Here rests Philipp Schneider 
Geb. (born) 14 Dec 1814 
Gest. (died) 28 Sept 1894 
In the age of 79 years, 9 months and 14 days 

Phillip Schneider Gravesite 
St. John’s Church, Penntown, IN 

Philipp Schneider’s gravesite. 
The graves next to him appear unrelated. 

At left: George Adam BASS (L) and Henry Adam BASS 
(R), father and son, in-laws of Phillip. George A. is 
Louisa’s father and Henry A. is her half-brother. 

Dedication stone in the current brick 
church, built 1901. A committee of 

Christian Bos, Jacob Abplanalp, Louis 
Drake, John Peter Baas & Christian 

Nieman formed to oversee construc-
tion. The first church was a log cabin, 

1841, replaced by a wood frame 
building in 1845 (photo on next page.) 



Phillip is buried 
in a cemetery 
with 31 mem-
bers of the 
BAAS family but 
he’s the 
only Schneider.  

(L) Wood frame church as it 

looked at the time of Phillip’s 

burial. Current brick church (R) 

was built in 1901. Images and 

text taken from church website. 



 
 

 

 

Part Six 

 

Miscellaneous 



Matthias Baas 
 
Our ancestor Adam Baas, a farmer and laborer all of his life, was a native of Winzeln, which lies in the southwestern Pfalz in 

former Rhenish Bavaria. His father Matthias Baaß, an immigrant to the area who married a native, was an important local 

leader in the 1770s. Their family belonged to the protestantische Gemeinde [Protestant-Lutheran parish] of Pirmasens, which 

had been the predominant social and religious center of Pirmasens since the 1600s. The family name, traditionally spelled 

Baaß in German, shows it was pronounced like “boss” in English. The name originated in the Willstätt-section of Baden.  

 

Adam was baptized Johann Adam Baaß on 15 Nov 1778 in the Protestant parish of Pirmasens, though in adulthood he was 

known as Georg Adam Baas, his given name being Adam. He was born in the village of Winzeln on 12 November 1778 to 

Johann Matthias Baaß and wife Susanna Catharina Kuntz. Witnesses to the baptism, who all signed the register, included 

Johann Jacob Baaß the elder, a farmer of Winzeln; Michael Hörtter, a farmer and saddler in Pirmasens; Elisabetha, wife of 

Michael Höh, a subordinate officer in the Pirmasens military; and Maria Margaretha, wife of Georg Adam Wagner the farmer 

[of Winzeln], Lutheran religion. It is unclear but implied in this record that the Baaß family was Reformed.  

 

At the time of Adam’s birth, Matthias Baaß, previously a Korporal in the Pirmasens military, was serving as an “adjunct lay-

judge,” in Winzeln. Within a few years, he would become the appointed mayor, of Winzeln, most likely because of his unusu-

ally long tenure with the military. As noted in a history of the Pirmasens military, Matthias Baaß originally came to Pirma-

sens as a teenage conscript in 1748. Like many in the military of that period, he was a native of Eckartsweier, Willstätt parish, 

Baden, born there 15 April 1729, along with a twin brother, Leonhard, to parents Andreas Baaß and Anna Magdalena Urban. 

The Baaß family is recorded in the Protestant registers of Willstätt dating back to 1608.  

 

The reason for Matthias’s conscription lies in the history of the city of Pirmasens. Although considered a Freistadt [a ‘free-

city’] with sovereignty over its own affairs, a complicated series of royal alliances in the 1500s led to its separation from 

Zweibrücken, placing it with the County of Hanau-Lichtenberg. This meant that territorial decisions fell under the jurisdiction 

of the counts of that royal house, seated in Hessen-Darmstadt, a great distance away. So while Pirmasens is culturally and his-

torically part of Pfalz-Zweibrücken, its politics were decided by a disconnected governmental force within the Holy Roman 

Empire. Under counts Ludwig VIII and IX, who made their homes in Pirmasens, Hanau-Lichtenberg became a somewhat im-

portant military power in the 1700s by recruiting young men from allied governments like the Duchy of Baden and “loaning” 

them to other governmental causes. One of the garrisons in which these men, especially those from Hessen and Baden, were 

housed, was the royal city of Pirmasens.  Matthias Baaß, our ancestor, was one of the hundreds of unfortunate young peasant 

men swept up by his county of Willstätt and offered to Hanau-Lichtenberg as political appeasement. At least one of his broth-

ers may have been conscripted as well.  

 

By virtue of being sent to Pirmasens, Matthias Baaß became a grenadier in the 1st Grenadier Regiment of Hanau-

Lichtenberg, nicknamed the “Prince’s” regiment. By 1750, this unit consisted of 731 troops. The military roster of this regi-

ment specifies that Matthäus Baas of Eckwartsweyer, referred to as part of the “Ueberrhein” territory of Willstädt and Hanau-

Lichtenberg, was conscripted in 1748 and served until 1775 when he promoted to the rank of officer. At the time of conscrip-

tion, he was measured as 5’ 4 (equivalent to English feet) and thought to be 23-years old. In reality, he was 19.  

 

On 20 November 1753, while still in service, Matthias married Susanna Catharina Kuntz, a native of Winzeln. She was born 

there to linen-weaver Johann Marcus Kuntz and wife Maria Catharina Hofer. The father, also known as Marx Kuntz, was a 

native of Lemberg, his wife inferred to be a native of Walshausen, Nünschweiler parish.  

 

Throughout her marriage to Matthias, Catharina Kuntz Baaß gave birth to twelve children. Of these, it is believed that eight, 

possibly nine, survived to age 18:  

 

Johann Georg Baaß, b. 9 Oct 1754 

Anna Barbara Baaß, b. 21 Mar 1757, m. Johann Jacob Kreß in 1780 

Johann Jacob Baaß, b. 14 Jan 1759, m. Anna Barbara Stegner in 1785 

Georg Friedrich Baaß, b. 1 Sep 1763, m. Maria Katharina Knerr in 1785 

Katharina Salome Baaß, b. 25 Nov 1765, d. 2 April 1784 (never married)  

Susanna Katharina Baaß, b. 27 Apr 1768, m. Johann Michael Lott in 1790 

Georg Nicolaus Baas, b. 3 July 1772, m. Katharina (Waag) Hetzel in 1795 

Johann or Georg Adam Baaß, b. 12 Nov 1778, our ancestor 

Anna Margaretha Baaß, b. 6 July 1783, whereabouts unknown 

 

Biography of Matthias BAAS, 1729-1794                                                            
      father of George Adam BASS 1778-1850,  written by J.D. (Joseph) SMITH 



Adam Baas 
 

Adam Baaß, our ancestor, was the youngest son in a family of 8, possibly 9, surviving children. He was raised and educated in 

Winzeln at a time when his father was one of its most politically important men. Three of his four older brothers, Georg, Jacob, 

and Friedrich, like their father, went on to serve with the Erbprinz regiment, the youngest of them measuring at nearly 6’ 1 at 

21. The family’s associations with the local military were strong, and many sons of the three brothers went on to fight in the 

Napoleonic Wars.  

 

Despite their prominence, the Baaß family of this generation faced great hardships. According to the church registers, Cathari-

na, the mother, died from consumption on 17 February 1783, when Adam was a young boy of 4. Compounding the tragedy, on 

17 February 1794, Matthias Baaß died unexpectedly at the age of 64. By the age of 16, Adam was legally an orphan.  

 

Adam’s circumstances from then to the time of his first marriage are unclear, but we can infer a few likelihoods from inher-

itance law and general family practices at that time in the Pfalz. As his father’s youngest male heir, Adam technically stood to 

inherit the most of his deceased parents’ estate, as the eldest sons in family, by tradition, would be provided for by that time. 

However, a legal guardian would have been appointed to Adam, as he could not inherit until he was of age. The primary pur-

pose of the legal guardian was to act as custodian of the inheritable portion of the estate: a practice exercised with utmost seri-

ousness, even in the case that an inheritor emigrated. Who acted as Adam’s guardian is unknown but was most likely one of 

his older brothers, either Georg Baaß or Jacob Baaß. The bulk of baptismal sponsors for Adam’s 13 children appear to have 

come from Jacob’s family, making him a likely candidate.  

 

Whatever his parental circumstance, Adam was without a doubt employed as a farm laborer from a young age, as was custom-

ary after schooling ended. On 13 January 1801, in the Protestant parish of Pirmasens, Adam married Magdalena Hammann, a 

local woman of Hessian descent who also shared ties to the Pirmasens regiment, and whose fathers were also both deceased. 

Like her husband, Magdalena is also referred to by different names throughout her life, born in Winzeln on 2 October 1783 

and baptized as Maria Magdalena, but referred to as Katharina Magdalena as an adult. Given this pattern with other individu-

als, it appears that the later name variation comes from the baptismal sponsor who acted as their namesake, meaning that they 

took a ceremonial name at birth but preferred their implied name as adults.  

 

Magdalena Hammann was the daughter of Maria Angelika Altmann, a native of Winzeln, and Johannes Hammann, a Hessian 

loan-soldier who came to Pirmasens from Dietzenbach, Hessen and served from 1762-1784. Johannes appears to have sus-

tained some kind of injury from service and was noted as an invalid in 1792. He died at his home in Winzeln from fever in 

1798. Adam Baas and Katharina Magdalena Hammann resided in Winzeln where their five children were born. While only 

32, Magdalena contracted pneumonia and died on 30 December 1815. Her burial was held on the 1st of the New Year.  

 

What happened to the family from 1816 to 1817 is unknown, but we can infer that Adam’s situation was troubled at best, as he 

did what he could to provide for his young ones as a laborer with the local farm properties. On 25 April 1817, he remarried to a 

young widow, Anna Maria Lang, originally of Höheischweiler, Nünschweiler parish. She was the daughter of Johann Georg 

Lang and Louisa Schweitzer.  

 

Maria, like her husband, had the misfortune of a tragically short first marriage: on 26 April 1814, in a ceremony recorded by 

the civil office in Großsteinhausen, she was wed to Johann Adam Bachmann, a Mennonite man from Bottenbach. Adam ap-

pears to have died within the first two years of their marriage, though the union does not appear to have produced any children.  

 

It is unclear how Maria and Adam became acquainted, though it is possible that Maria came to Winzeln in conjunction with 

her mother’s family, the Schweitzers, who had held a presence in both Nünschweiler and Pirmasens for centuries. The Langs 

and Schweitzers of Nünschweiler parish were kin to the Schmitts, Knerrs, and Spraus of Nünschweiler. The Knerr family and 

their allied lines heavily intermarried with with the children Matthias Baaß. The Knerrs were one of the oldest lineages of 

Winzeln, having arrived in 1657 or ’58 as part of a wave of Swiss Reformed emigrants who were invited to populate the area 

after it was nearly wiped out during the Thirty Years’ War (1618-48). The ancestral emigrant father of this line, Theodor 

Knörr, had many sons, the eldest of whom settled in Walshausen by Nünschweiler, founding that line. The others remained 

near Pirmasens. As a result, most of the Baaß family relates to the Knerr line by blood or marriage.  

 

With Anna Maria Lang, Adam had a further eight children. Of the thirteen children of Adam Baaß, it is believed only eight 

survived to adulthood: five daughters and three sons. These eight were confirmed between the ages of 13-15 at the Protestant 

parish of Pirmasens whereas the others were not, indicating that they most likely died before reaching the age of confirmation. 

Biography of George Adam BAAS, 1778-1850 
           father of Louisa M. BAAS, 1818-1907,  written by J.D. (Joseph) SMITH 



Philip and Louisa Schneider bought and sold 3 parcels of land.                                         
First in Campbell Co, KY (near Cinci). 

Next in Franklin Co, IN.                               
Last in Ripley Co, IN. 

17 Jan. 1842 

Purchase of land by Philip Snyder 

Campbell County, KY, 50 acres “on the       

 waters of four mile creek” 

from Henry Dickmin. 

Deed Book P, pages 164, 165. 

 

8 Nov. 1855 

Sale of land by Philip and Louisa Snyder 

Campbell County, KY, 50 acres  

to Andrew and Nicholas Fause. 

Deed Book 26, page 523. 

 

15 Nov. 1856 

Purchase of land by Philip Schneider 

Franklin County, IN, 80 acres  

from James & Eliza Winter Jr. 

Deed Book 7, page 390. 

 

28 Oct, 1864 

Sale of land by Philip and Louisa Schneider 

Franklin County, IN, 80 acres  

to Quirin Volz/Voltz. 

Deed Book 13, page 229. 

 

28 Oct. 1864. 

Purchase of land by Philip Schneider 

Ripley County, IN, 80 acres  

from Alexander and Jane Johnson. 

Deed Book 33. 

 

13 Jul. 1893 

Sale by Philip and Louisa Schneider 

Ripley County, IN, 80 acres.   

to Michael Gauk. 

Deed Book 65, page 89. 
 

Deeds courtesy of Joanne Howard who says: “I found  

it interesting that Philip could not write his name but 

Louisa could (on the 1893 sale).  I know the clerk cop-

ied her signature which was written in the old Scrift. 

Note the "s" in Louisa and she spelled the surname as 

Schneiter. German "D" and "T" can be interchangeable. 

(above) 1882 Landowners’ Map, Ripley Co, IN. 
While it is probably gone now, the presence of a school at 

the corner of their land might make the exact location possil-
be to find today. Michael Gauk didn’t hold on to their last 
parcel of land very long. The 1900 Ripley Co landowners’ 

map (below) shows it owned by  Frenneir Forthoffer. 



TIMELINE for Phillip and Louisa Boss SCHNEIDER  

1778 George Adam BAAS, Louisa’s father,  born in Bavaria Based on headstone 

1787 Anna Maria LANG, Louisa’s mother, born in Bavaria Based on baptism record 

1814 Phillip SCHNEIDER born in Bavaria Based on headstone & census 

1818 Louisa BAAS born in Bavaria Based on church & cemetery records 

1833 George Adam BASS Sr. immigrates to Cinci with Louisa & others Based on Bavarian newspaper article 

1833-37  Phillip immigrates with unknown others (unproven) Possible ship manifest 

1837 Phillip and Louisa marry, probably in Cinci Based on birth year of 1st child 

1838 Daughter Louisa Jr. born OH (Cinci?) Based on census 

1840 Phillip & Louisa in Cincinnati’s 3rd ward. Henry BAAS in Ripley Co, IN, with Adam. Based on 1840 census & Cinci  directory 

1841 Son Christian born Ohio (Cinci?) Based on census 

1842 Daughter Catherine born in Cinci OH  Based on Cinci baptism record 

1842 Phillip and Louisa live in Cinci’s 3rd ward. They buy 50 acres on Four Mile creek in 
Campbell County, Kentucky from Henry Dickman for $350.  

Campbell County Deed Book "P" pages 
164,165 . Cinci city directory. 

1844 Daughter Eleanor born Cinci Based on Cinci baptism record 

1846 Daughter Phoebe born Cinci Based on Cinci baptism record 

1848 Daughter Evaline Elizabeth born KY Based on census 

1850 Daughter Christina born KY. Phillip & Louisa in 2nd Dist. Of Campbell Co, KY with 
Louisa’s brother George A Boss. 

Based on 1850 census 

1851-52 Son Fredrick A. born KY Based on census 

1853-54 Son George F. born KY Based on census 

1855 Son Charles Adam born KY. Philip and Louisa Snyder sell the 50 acres on Four 
Mile creek in Campbell County, Kentucky to Andrew Fause for $700.  

Campbell County Deed Book 26  page 523  

1857 Son Edward born KY Based on census 

1858 Son John C. born KY Based on census 

1858 Phillip and Louisa move to Butler Twnshp, Franklin Co, IN 
Daughter Louisa Jr. marries Louis KORB Jr. in Franklin Co, IN 

Based on record of Louisa Jr. marriage 
Franklin County marriage record 

1859 Daughter Mary Catherine born IN Based on census 

1860 Son Henry Benjamin is born IN Based on his death certificate 

1864 Philip & Louisa purchase 80 acres in Ripley County, Indiana - Northwest Quarter 
of Section 30, Township 10 N., Range 13 E. They adopt Catherine’s dau Anna. 

Ripley County Deed Book 33, page 453. 
1870 census. 

1866 Daughter Catherine marries John Gladwish (2) in Ripley Co. IN Ripley County marriage record 

1870 Phillip & Louisa in Adams Twnshp, Ripley Co, IN, next to Louisa’s brother Henry 
BAAS and sister Sophia Baas HUBER. 

Based on census 

1880 Family still living in Ripley Co, IN, near Louisa’s siblings, Henry & Sophia BAAS. Based on census 

1887 Youngest son Henry Benjamin moves to Cinci & marries Anna Alvina WEGERT Joanne Pry Schneider Howard’s notes 

1893 Phillip and Louisa sell their 80 acres in Ripley Co. to Michael Gauk Ripley County Deed Book 65, page 89 

1894 Phillip dies and is buried at St. John’s Cemetery, Penntown, IN Based on headstone 

1895— Louisa lives in Cinci until her death in 1907  Based on Cinci City Directory 

1900 Louisa lives with daughter Mary K. Smith at 932 W. 8th St, Cinci Based on census 

1907 Louisa dies and is buried at Spring Grove Cemetery, Cinci Based on cemetery card 



1830s 

Cinci population 25,000. 

US population 13 mil. 

Forced Indian Removal from E. US. 

1st mechanical reaper. 

Cinci race riots in 1836. 

Proctor & Gamble starts in Cinci. 

Pittsburg and Philly linked by canal. 

1st mechanical corn planter. 

Texas independent from Mexico. 

Financial panic of 1837. 

1st telegraph and steam shovel. 

 

1840s 

Cinci population 46,000. 

US population 17 mil. 

Canal links Cinci to Lake Erie. 

German & Irish immigration to Cinci. 

30% of Cinci population is German.  

Cinci race riots in 1842. 

Cinci is world’s biggest hog producer 

1st wagon trains to CA. 

1st public observatory opens Cinci. 

US/Canada fix border E. of Rockies. 

1st wagon trains to Oregon. 

Morse Code invented. 

President Polk:  Manifest Destiny. 

Mormons in Salt Lake. 

First rail lines reach Cinci. 

CA Gold Rush. 

Mexican-American War. 

Steamboats round tip of S. America. 

 

1850s 

Cinci population 115,000. 

US population 23 million. 

Fugitive Slave Act impacts Cinci. 

US forces Japan into trade treaty. 

Uncle Tom’s Cabin published. 

Anti-slavery Republican party 
formed. 

1st railroad crosses Mississippi on a 
bridge. 

Indians forced to cede land in W. by 
treaties. 

Cinci is important stop on the       
Undergroud Railroad. 

Sewing machine invented. 

Supreme Court supports slavery. 

Elevator invented. 

Lincoln/Douglass debates. 

Abolitionist John Brown tried and  
executed. 

Lincoln elected president. 

 

1860s 

Cinci population  161,000. 

US population 31 mil. 

S. Carolina & others quit the Union. 

Civil War. 620,000 soldiers killed. 

Emancipation Proclamation. 

Indian Wars in west. 

Rise of KKK. 

Roebling bridge connects Cinci to KY. 

US buys Alaska from Russia. 

Thos. Edison gets first patent. 

Transcontinental RR completed. 

 

1870s 

Cinci population 216,000. 

US population 38 mil. 

Cable cars invented. 

Professional baseball starts. 

Suffragists active. 

Sioux Wars in the West. 

Stock Market crash of 1873. 

Temperance movement active. 

Indian reservation system. 

Telephone invented. 

Many Thos. Edison patents. 

 

1880s 

Cinci population 255,000. 

US population 50 mil. 

Sitting Bull surrenders. 

Kroger Grocery opens in Cinci. 

Horse-drawn street cars in Cinci. 

Guilded Age & income disparity. 

Statue of Liberty in NY Harbor. 

Labor unions active. 

Geronimo Surrenders. 

1st motion picture. 

Oklahoma land rush. 

1st long-distance electric power 
transmission. 

 

1890s 

Cinci population 296,000. 

US population 63 mil. 

Massacre at Wounded Knee. 

Radio invented. 

Ellis Island opens. 

Financial panic of 1893 + 4-yr de-
pression. 

Women gain vote in Colorado. 

Electric street cars in Cinci. 

15 rail lines connect Cinci. 

Baldwin pianos opens in Cinci. 

Automobile patented. 

Racial segregation ok’d by Supreme 
Court. 

Oil discovered in Oklahoma. 

Cinci Courthouse riots in 1884. 

Spanish/American War. 

Hawaii annexed by US. 

 

1900-1910 

Cinci population 325,000. 

US population 76 mil. 

Temperance movement. 

San Fran earthquake. 

Financial panic of 1907. 

Oil discovered in Texas. 

1st movie theatre. 

AC invented. 

1st wireless radio communication 
with Europe. 

1st cross-country auto trip. 

Panama canal built. 

Monopolies broken up by govt. 

1st airplane flight. 

Tractor invented. 
 

(Women get the vote in 1919.) 
 

Selected events in U.S. and Cincinnati history                                
during Phillip and Louisa’s lifetime... 



Two advertisements 
in the 1839 Cinci City 
Directory, a year after 
Phillip & Louisa’s first 
child, Louisa Jr, was 

born in Cinci. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Mary BASS (unknown), top right, outside St. John Church, Penntown, IN, 1906. She 
is a member of the “St. John’s Evangelical Protestant Ladies Society” at Penntown. 
Source: church website, which lists the other ladies’ names as well. 

Notice in Cinci Daily Star Newspaper, Aug 22, 1879. Adam is likely the son of Henry 
& Margt Rybolt BASS (b. 1855) making him Louisa Boss Schneider’s nephew.  



How the “4 Ohio HARN 
Boys” descend from Phillip 

& Louisa Bass Schneider 

David P,   Stephen M,   Daniel T,   &  John P. HARN 

 

John GLADWISH 2 

B. 09/25/1844, Sussex ENG 
Lived Sussex, Ripley IN & Cinci 

D.07/28/1889 Cinci 
Buried Spring Grove Cem, Cinci 
Parents: John GLADWISH 1 & 

Mary Ann PHILLIPS 

 

 

Mary K. Smith 

B. May 1870, Cincinnati OH 
Lived Cinci & Dayton OH 

D. 03/21/1948 
Buried Calvary Cem, Dayton OH 

Parents: Martin SMITH Jr. &              
Mary E. NICK 

 

Paul Henry HARN Sr. 

B. 08/14/1899, Dayton OH 
L. Dayton, OH, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
D. 07/05/1971 Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
Buried Calvary Cem, Dayton OH 

Parents: Henry P. HARN &         
Frances M. NEU 

 

Paul Henry HARN Jr. 

B. 08/11/1921, Dayton OH 
M. Dorothy J. FUSARO Dec, 1946 

L. Dayton, OH, Birmingham, MI 
D. 04/17/1974 Atlanta GA 
Buried Arlington Cemetery 

Sandy Springs GA 

Dorothy Jean FUSARO 

B. 12/05/1925, NYC NY 
L. Scarsdale, NY, Cincinnati, OH, 

Birmingham, MI, Atlanta, GA 
D. 05/03/2009 Atlanta GA 
Buried Arlington Cem. GA 

Parents: Romeo FUSARO &          
Annette Z. BELLUCCI 

 

Marie Louise GLADWISH 

B. 10/13/1894, Cincinnati OH 
M. Paul H. HARN Sr, 09/26/1919  

Lived Cinci. & Dayton, OH, Ft. Lauder-
dale FL 

D. 08/21/1975 Atlanta GA 
Buried Calvary Cem, Dayton OH 

 

John Frederick GLADWISH 

B. 07/10/1869, Cincinnati OH 
M. Mary K. SMITH, 08/02/1893.  

Lived Cincinnati. 
D. of TB, 10/13/1900, Cinci 

Buried Vine St. Hill Cem, Cinci 

 

Katherine SCHNEIDER 

B. 08/22/1842 OH 
M. John GLADWISH 2, 1866 Ripley IN 

Lived OH, KY & Ripley IN & Cinci 
remarried Charles SCHLETER (1st) 

D. 05/25/1934, Cinci 
Buried Spring Grove Cem, Cinci 

Phillip SCHNEIDER 

B. 02/14/1814 Bavaria 

M. Louisa BOSS 1837-39 

Lived Cinci, Campbell KY & SE IN 

D. 09/28/94  Ripley IN 

Buried  St. John’s Cem, Penntown, IN 

Louisa M. BAAS 

B. 02/28/1818  Bavaria 

M. Phillip SCHNEIDER 1837-39 

Lived Cinci, Campbell KY & SE IN 

D. 11/28/1907 Cincinnati OH 

Buried Spring Grove Cem. Cinci. 

George Adam BAAS 
B. 02/12/1778, Bavaria 

M. Anna Maria LANG abt 1817, Bav. 
Lived Bav, Cinci & Ripley IN 

D. 08/20/1850 
Buried St John Cem, Penntown IN 

Anna Maria LANG 
B. abt 1778, prob Bavaria 

M. George Adam BOSS abt 1817, Bav. 
Lived Bav, maybe Cinci & Ripley IN 

D. bef.1840 
Buried unknown 

Louisa Jr. born 1838 in OH 

Christian born 1841 in OH 

Phoebe born 1846 in OH 

Evaline E. born 1848 in KY 

Christine born 1850 in KY 

Frederick A. born 1851 in KY 

George F. born 1853 in KY 

Charles Adam born 1855 in KY 

Mary Catherine born 1859, IN 

Edward born 1857 in IN 

John C. born 1856 in KY 

Henry Benj. born 1860 in IN 

Yes, Phillip and Louisa had 14 children.  

Phillips’s parents & siblings are unknown. 

Eleanor born 1844 in OH 



(L) 1842 baptism record for 
Katherina SCHNEIDER, 2nd 

daughter & 3rd child of Phil-
lip & Louisa Baas SCHNEIDER, 

St. Johannes Church, Cinci. 
The    sponsors were Heinrich 

Schindeldecker, Heinrich 
Krummel, Katharina 

Krummel, and Charlotte 
Pfister or Pfeister. Louisa’s 

half-sister, Sophia Baas     
HUBER’s first husband was     

Jacob  Krummel. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

 

(above) 1846 baptism record for Phoebe SCHNEI-
DER, daughter of Phillip & Louisa Baas SCHNEI-

DER, St. Peter’s Church, Cinci. Her full, real name 
was Philippina Regina Charlotte SCHNEIDER. 

Phoebe is a nickname. Her sponsors were Jacob 
Risch, Georg Auer, Frederick Baas and Charlotte 
Baas, Phil. Stahl., and Regina Seiss or Seip. Jacob 

Risch may be the same man who sponsored Hein-
rich Wolf the younger. Charlotte Bass & George 

AUER would marry a few months later. 
(image courtesy J.D. Smith) 

 
 
 

(R) 1902 marriage certificate for Louisa SCHNEI-
DER, a daughter of Edward & Amelia Oeth 

SCHNEIDER, She was b. 1880, matching other rec-
ords. She married James SARVER, son of George 
and Manilla Foreman SARVER. It’s the first mar-

riage for both of them. Her father, Edward 
SCHNEIDER, died 3 years prior.  



Marie Louise Gladwish HARN (1894-1975)  
She is the 4 HARN boy’s grandmother. Marie is 

a great-granddaughter of Phillip and Louisa 
SCHNEIDER through their daughter Catherine 

& her son John F. Gladwish. Marie was 13 
when Louisa died. They likely knew each other.  

Marie Louise Gladwish HARN,  g.granddaughter of Phillip & Louisa 

Marie L. GLADWISH b. 1894 in Cinci. Father died of TB 1900. Moved to Dayton w/ mom and 2 sisters 1903. M. 1919. Lived 70 years in Dayton. Died in Atlanta 1975.  

1922 late 1950s 

1926 

1937 



From front page of the Cincinnati newspaper (7 May 1914): 

Irate Man Denounced Daughter In Court -  Exclaimed "God Ought to Strike Her Dead" as She Left-  Young Woman 

Keenly Felt the Remark of Parent-  Plumber Became Hysterical on the Witness Stand -  Carrie Schneider, 22, had 

to be assisted from Insolvency in Judge Warner's court-room Thursday. Her father, Henry B. Schneider, plumber 

at 2128 West Eighth street, was on the witness stand denying accusations made by his wife, Anna Schneider, and 

the daughter as to his treatment of his family. He became hysterical in his denunciation of his wife and daughter. 

"Sure she worked for me until I fired her last March," said the father in reply to a question by his attorney, 

Thorne Baker. The daughter had been bookkeeper in his plumbing shop. "She was nothing but a dog," the father 

declared excitedly. "I would make out a bill for a certain amount and she would say we weren't charging enough 

to meet expenses and would add half a dollar more." The daughter began to cry. He turned in the witness chair 

and shook his fist at her, exclaiming: "I'll give it to you - you bet I will" the he added an oath. Relatives rushed to 

ease the daughter out of the court-room. As they were leaving he arose in the witness box and shaking his fist in 

her direction exclaimed: "God ought to strike her dead!" The man was so excited that Judge Warner did not rep-

rimand him and he continued his testimony. Again he became excited when Attorney Baker asked him about the 

presence of his mother-in-law in their home. "Yes, she lived with us for four years," the man declared. "I took 

good care of her and of my wife and if my mother-in-law were here she'd tear the hair out of that woman's head" 

- pointing to his wife who sat at the trial table behind her attorneys, Clore, Dickerson and Clayton. "That's what 

she'd do if she knew how that woman is treating her good son-in-law." Schneider admitted that he cut into piec-

es two dress his wife owned - one this spring and another a year ago. "They were indecent dresses and she prom-

ised me she would not wear them," he declared. "They were cut too low and I wouldn't stand for my wife to 

wear that kind." He was asked about quarrels between himself and his wife. "Once," he said - "I told her to get 

me an early breakfast. When I cam down stairs in the morning there was only coffee and bread on the table. Is 

this breakfast for me when I ordered a good breakfast?" I asked her. "Can't a man get a decent meal once a day?" 

I demanded and she threw a saucer at me and hit me in the back - then she said I could "go to the Silver Moon 

and get my meals." He explained that his wife had accused him of associating with persons at the Silver Moon. He 

denied the truth of such alleged charges. Mary Wagert, who lived near them testified that on one occasion last 

summer she was using the telephone in their home. "I had won two races at Coney Island," she testified. "Mr. 

Schneider was in the next room. "Was it a slit skirt you wore?" he asked. I told him it wasn't, but he yelled, "No 

slit skits can use this phone." " I left and never went back to the house." The daughter, Carrie, prior to being as-

sisted out of the court-room, had testified. She said " I was bookkeeper for my father and saw the way the busi-

ness was going, because he would put good material in a job and then wouldn't charge enough. I added charges 

to bills and he objected. He even protested when I took the two percent off for cash when we paid bills. I wanted 

to see the business get along all right. He didn't want it to earn anything for fear mother and we children would 

get it. He wanted to give desk room to two men for nothing. I told him to charge one man $5 a month and that 

amount was fixed and the man was willing to pay it. Later I found father was charging him only $2 a month." 

Sent by Joanne Pry Schneider Howard  to John P. HARN, 2019 
 
According to Joanne Howard, Henry B. Schneider, last child born to Phillip & Louisa, first married Alvina WE-
GERT in 1887. She bore him at least 7 children. He divorced her in 1914 (see court case, below) and married 
Catherine MENKE that same year. Henry was 54 and Catherine was 41. The “Silver Moon” mentioned in the 
news article below was a well-known brothel located at 91 Front Street in Cinci. 



MISCELLANEOUS 

This obituary (R) for Johann R. LANG, is definitely the same 
John LANG who lives next to Charles & Katherine Baas REINKE 
on the 1870 census in Cinci. He has the same name, same wife’s 
name, same birthplace and same address as the 1880 census. 
 
Translation of obit by Joanne Pry Schneider Howard: 
 

Died Tuesday 29 September 1885 at 5:20 in the morning, my husband, 

a father, father-in-law and grandfather, JOHANN R. LANG born in 

Sassbach, Baden. 69 years, 4 months and 23 days. 

 

The funeral will be on Thursday the 1 October 1885 an hour and a 

half before midday from the mourning home at 102 Spring Grove Ave. 

 

Left to grieve are his wife, Katharina Lang - née Amann - 8 adult chil-

dren, son-in-laws, daughter-in-laws, and grandchildren. 

 

Your departure is painful for us. Bitter your early death. Now you are free from suffering. Freed from all inheritance. 

 

(Note: Sassbach, Baden is about 40 miles SE, as-the-crow-flies, from Winzeln, Bavaria. We don’t know if he is related 

to Anna Maria LANG but a LANG living next to a BAAS in Cinci suggests he might be.) 

(R) Headstone of Maria A. BAAS, 
daughter of Frederick and  Mary A. 
Seibenthaller BAAS of Franklin Co, 
IN. B. abt 1861. Died 1868. Buried 

St. Jacobs Cem. Dearborn Co, IN.  
(photo from Find A Grave) 

(L) 1869 portrait of a John LANGE in Cinci (taken from the same portrait 
mural including Christian BOSS and his brother George A. BOSS, their 
photos shown earlier in this book). There is no proof that the person in 
the photo is Johann R. LANG (above), who lived next to Louisa’s sister in 
1870 (above). If it is, he was about 54 when this picture was taken. 



MISCELLANEOUS 

(R) Headstone for Louisa Baas SCHNEIDER’s 
half-sister, Sophia Baas Krummel HUBER and 
her 2nd husband Adam HUBER. Sophia and 

Adam lived and farmed directly next to 
Louisa and Phillip for 30 years in Ripley Co, 
IN. And living directly next to both Louisa 

and Sophia was another sibling (and the orig-
inal Ripley Co. settler) Henry BAAS and his 
2nd wife Margaret Reibolt. Phillip SCHNEI-
DER died two years before Sophia. Louisa 

died two years before Adam HUBER. Sophia 
BAAS and Adam HUBER are buried at St. 

John’s church, Penntown, Ripley, Co, IN, as is 
their brother Henry BAAS. 

 
1882 photo (below) taken in Cinci, shows 

some of Louisa’s relatives. On the left is her 
full brother Christian BOSS, abt 60 yrs old. In 
the center might be (unconfirmed) Louisa’s 

full brother George A. BOSS (the soldier with 
3 wives) abt 61 yrs old. At right is Louisa’s 
nephew and Christian BOSS’ son, Christian 

Wm. BOSS, abt 31 yrs old. The girl in front is 
a daughter of Christian Wm. BOSS.  



Louis (Ludwig) Hudepohl is not related 
to Phillip Schneider or Louisa Baas. 

The home of prominent Cincinnati brewer Louis (Ludwig) Hudepohl Jr, not a Schneider or Baas relative, locat-
ed at 1344 Spring Street, was razed when the Liberty Street Connector cut through the Pendleton neighbor-
hood in the 1960’s. A Cincinnati native, Louis Hudepohl attended Saint Paul’s Parochial Boy’s School where he 
was fond of music and a good singer. As an adult he became one of the most popular citizens of German de-
scent in Cincinnati, and was celebrated locally for his fine quality beer. In 1861 he organized the Hudepohl 
Combination later renamed the Hudepohl Männerchor, one of the city’s best known German singing socie-
ties. He was also a board member of the nationally renowned Golden Jubilee Sängerfest and even introduced 
a new brand of beer, Golden Jubilee, to commemorate the event. 

Louis Hudepohl and partner George Kotte first ran a wholesale liquor business together before acquiring the 
Buckeye Brewery in 1885. When Kotte died in 1893, followed by his wife in 1900, Hudepohl took full owner-
ship of the brewery and reorganized it as the Hudepohl Brewing Company which grew into one of the major 
Cincinnati breweries. Even though he soon died in 1902, Hudepohl had laid the foundation of a strong busi-
ness that allowed his son-in-law, William A. Pohl to carry on through the Prohibition and the Great Depres-
sion. For Hudepohl, like other German brewers, it was always a family affair. In the waning years of his life 
Louis Hudepohl was a celebrity whose fans would pay to sit and talk with him over a beer at a Turner event 
or other social gatherings. (courtesy of Bob Pohl) 

MISCELLANEOUS 

http://www.artworkscincinnati.org/pendleton-mapped/#d3


Illustration from the 1894 Cincinnati Business Directory. This is the year Phillip SCHNEIDER died. Katherine SCHNEI-

DER & John GLADWISH (2) & lived  with their 3 children at 4th & Vine, two blocks straight down this road from 

1879 to 1885. This view is from 6th & Vine, looking south toward the Ohio River. The Palace Hotel (sign visible at 

right), renamed the Cincinnatian, is still in operation and a historic landmark in 2019. 



Photo of Vine St. (below) looking north from 13th, taken by 
John P. HARN in 2009. Many of the buildings were in place 
when Catherine Schneider GLADWISH lived at this intersec-
tion 1886-87 (45 years old) with her family, including hus-
band John GLADWISH (2) (43) and their 3 children, Louisa 
(19), John F. (18) and Christian (16). 

MISCELLANEOUS 
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Louisa Schneider KORB’s signature, 
daughter of Phillip & Louisa SCHNEI-
DER, from her husbands estate pa-

pers. Prather is likely an in-law. 



Leaving Alsace, 1833 
 
 
Even the little ones show up 
with bread and cheese 
to launch you down the Rhine 
to Cincinnati. 
 
You find a ship in Rotterdam 
bound for New Orleans. 
Two to a bunk, chickens in crates 
trunks and ropes and oak and beer. 
 
Two days out, high seas toss you 
around like dirty clothes. 
Not even clear broth. 
Mystic delirium. 
For three days your shredded voice 
flies back at you in the wind 
repeating what you won’t 
about Jesus Christ your Lord... 
 
until a port call in Charleston 
uncoils the rope 
and a nailed-down boardwalk feeds you 
dizzy into town. 
Ladies under parasols 
watch you burn under a hammerhead sun.  
Strange trees. Utter sleep 
an unknown calendar of days… 
 
until you’re forced to follow 
your footprints back 
to the ship against your will 
south to round the Florida cape 
and span the anvil heat of the Gulf. 
 
For eight days the grey-green coast 
slides by. Calm seas, drapery nights 
the full moon a nighttime sun… 
 
until dock shouts, French laughter 
and Spanish curses roll you 
down the ramp into New Orleans.             
 
Whiskey barrels, sacks of grain. 
The yellow eyes of Africans in rags. 
Ash-faced men on horseback. 

 
 
 
Weeks pass, elongated in a plank house 
waiting for cash 
from up north. Girls, bread and beer. 
Endless boredom-tales unspun… 
 
until passage to Ohio finds you 
and pulls you north 
upstream on a paddlewheel steamer. 
 
Boiler groans announce 
the coming stagnant days. 
The giant wheel grabs brown water. 
A drenched stupor pocks 
the mist along both banks. 
Alligators, catcalls and snakes. 
Every day passes, no day passes… 
 
until, a day up the fork 
of the Ohio, your fever breaks 
and your ship-whistle rips 
up Ludlow and Vine 
streets in Cincinnati. 
 
You mill around the public landing 
rucksack and case, eyes peeled. 
Woodsmoke on the faces 
of the Irish dockhands. 
Full sun, light rain. 
The rotary click of wagons and carriages. 
 
And then you see them 
people from home 
come to collect you. 
 
When Brinkman left in ’32, 
a shiver passed through the congregation. 
A year later, off went the others 
Huber, Schneider, Englehoff and Baas 
 
each one floating 
downstream to Cincinnati. 

 
 
 
 

                                                                            -John P. HARN, 2016 


